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Automatic processing of different logical sub-tasks by a set of rules is a workflow. A workflow management
system (WfMS) is a system that helps us accomplish a complex scientific task through making a sequential
arrangement of sub-tasks available as tools. Workflows are formed with modules from various domains in
a WfMS, and many collaborators of the domains are involved in the workflow design process. Workflow
Management Systems (WfMSs) have been gained popularity in recent years for managing various tools in
a system and ensuring dependencies while building a sequence of executions for scientific analyses. As a
result of heterogeneous tools involvement and collaboration requirement, Collaborative Scientific Workflow
Management Systems (CSWfMS) have gained significant interest in the scientific analysis community. In such
systems, big data explosion issues exist with massive velocity and variety characteristics for the heterogeneous
large amount of data from different domains. Therefore a large amount of heterogeneous data need to be
managed in a Scientific WorkflowManagement System (SWfMS) with a proper decision mechanism. Although
a number of studies addressed the cost management of data, none of the existing studies are related to real-
time decision mechanism or reusability mechanism. Besides, frequent execution of workflows in a SWfMS
generates a massive amount of data and characteristics of such data are always incremental. Input data
or module outcomes of a workflow in a SWfMS are usually large in size. Processing of such data-intensive
workflows is usually time-consuming where modules are computationally expensive for their respective inputs.
Besides, lack of data reusability, limitation of error recovery, inefficient workflow processing, inefficient storing
of derived data, lacking in metadata association and lacking in validation of the effectiveness of a technique
of existing systems need to be addressed in a SWfMS for efficient workflow building by maintaining the big
data explosion.
To address the issues, in this thesis first we propose an intermediate data management scheme for a
SWfMS. In our second attempt, we explored the possibilities and introduced an automatic recommendation
technique for a SWfMS from real-world workflow data (i.e Galaxy [1] workflows) where our investigations show
that the proposed technique can facilitate 51% of workflow building in a SWfMS by reusing intermediate data
of previous workflows and can reduce 74% execution time of workflow buildings in a SWfMS. Later we propose
an adaptive version of our technique by considering the states of tools in a SWfMS, which shows around 40%
reusability for workflows. Consequently, in our fourth study, We have done several experiments for analyzing
the performance and exploring the effectiveness of the technique in a SWfMS for various environments.
The technique is introduced to emphasize on storing cost reduction, increase data reusability, and faster
workflow execution, to the best of our knowledge, which is the first of its kind. Detail architecture and
evaluation of the technique are presented in this thesis. We believe our findings and developed system will
contribute significantly to the research domain of SWfMSs.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, a brief introduction of the thesis is presented. Section 1.1 is presented with the main
motivation of the thesis. In Section 1.2 and 1.3, we define the problems and describe our contributions
towards mitigating the problems. In Section 1.4, all the publications related to the thesis are listed to show
our contribution to the Scientific Workflow Management domain. Finally, in section 1.5, outlines of the
remaining chapters of the thesis are addressed.
1.1 Motivation
A Workflow Management System (WfMS) gives a foundation to sequences of predefined tasks known as work-
flows for executing, monitoring, and performance-enhancing. Similarly, a Scientific Workflow Management
System (SWfMS) is a specialized form of WfMS where a sequence of computational or data manipulation
modules are composed and executed for scientific analyses (i.e., discussed details in chapter 2). Engaging
and producing a large amount of data from various sources with proper dataflow for different technologies
influence researcher of many domains to move towards analyses of data-driven methodologies of sequential
processing. SWfMSs have gained popularity in recent years to manage such sequential tasks efficiently. Be-
sides visualization, monitoring, and error recovery can be supported in a SWfMS as a compact solution
with proper technologies. Frequently executed workflows with data or computationally intensive modules in
a SWfMS require special care to reduce time consumption and complexity. Thus most of the SWfMS are
evolved with the basic supports such as specification, modification, execution, failure recovery, and monitor-
ing. Furthermore, for the incremental data from the frequently executed workflows need to be handled with
proper data management scheme. For instance, in a study [100] of cost management of SWfMSs entitled as
“Workflow Provenance: An Analysis of Long Term Storage Costs”, authors showed that a significant cost is
required for storing the data produced from a SWfMS. Besides, there are some other studies [106] [48] that
showed that special algorithms are required to manage data in a SWfMS. Plant Phenotyping and Genotyping
where both image processing and bioinformatics analysis are mandatory, a SWfMS is required to establish a
correlation among heterogeneous tools. In such a system, a proper data management scheme is essential to
maintain the cost of the incremental heterogeneous data in a storage system.
In the past few years, a significant number of research experiments and developments such as Anduril,
Apache Taverna, Galaxy, Kepler, KNIME, Pegasus, VisTrails, and so on have been done in the area of
Scientific Workflow Management Systems for bioinformatics, image analysis, astronomy, biodiversity, and
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genomic domain. However, none of them considered the management of intermediate data produced from
executed workflows. Furthermore, there is no study that considered data reusability in a SWfMS. Besides,
consideration of the predefined cost of data for a data management technique of a SWfMS might not be
useful for future reuse.
A great number of studies [74] [36] [24] [82] [32] [40] [23] have been done in recent years for supporting a
data management technique in a SWfMS. Several studies [24] [100] [106] explored the possibilities of optimal
cost of data in a management technique for a SWfMS. In the era of big data, researchers are focusing more
on the optimal cost of data management techniques and other areas of big data applications, which is also
considered in our proposed management technique with increased reusability of data in a SWfMS.
1.2 Problem Statement
In a SWfMS, repetitive nature of most of the tasks makes researchers speculate on reusable units. Most of
the tasks are divided into modules to make them reusable in a SWfMS. Typically, SWfMSs provide both local
scripts and web services as modules, and they are reusable in different workflows. However, outcomes of the
modules in a workflow are not considered as reusable units in the existing studies, which cause performance
degradation. In the following, we discuss the shortcoming in details.
Problem Statement 1 (Lack of data reusability and limitation of error recovery in workflow composition
and execution): Data reusability in a SWfMS is not reflected significantly by researchers except some data
provenance studies. Many provenance mechanisms [36] [24] [82] [23] [64] use storing procedure for streamed
data in a SWfMS to keep traces for checkpoints. However, error recovery and rollback are possible up to a
certain level (i.e., for a specific session) by using those provenance model, but reusability of the data (i.e.,
intermediate data) is not possible after a certain period. Hence processed data storing mechanism in a
SWfMS is essential and one of the important research problems in the domain. For addressing the problem,
two research questions need to be answered before going to design a data management scheme in a SWfMS
such as “Does the system support data reusability that ultimately reduces time and efforts?” and “How the
system is supporting fast processing for frequently used workflows?”. Furthermore, a number of studies [22]
[83] [66] [112] [89] showed that errors are common in a SWfMS. Scientific workflows are incorporated with
different active components such as associated module ports, scripts, datalink, intermediate data, provenance
information, and so on [32]. Errors can frequently occur in workflows for their complex structure, association,
compatibility among various components. Various mechanisms have been proposed [22] [83] [66] for error
recovery and rollback with checkpoints for workflows in a SWfMS. However, many things need to be addressed,
and a few important research questions need to be answered while designing a management system. Such
as “Does it have any error recovery mechanism that could construct workflows quicker if errors occur?”, and
“How long the technique persists for other users in a system?”.
Problem Statement 2 (Inefficient processing of frequent workflows and storing of modules outcomes):
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A great number of studies [5] [23] [32] [77] on efficient processing show the needs for a desired techniques of
execution in a SWfMS. However, the existing techniques are not persistent after a certain period. Conse-
quently, there is no study on optimal data storing of a decision mechanism in a SWfMS. Although a number
of studies of the provenance model follow a fully reproducible workflow mechanism, we need to store all of
the generated data for using the model in a SWfMS. There is no study on storing a minimum amount of
data for maximum reuse in future. This problem is severe when input data sets are large, and modules are
computationally expensive. Thus a few questions need to be answered in this context such as “What is gain
in execution time by using a technique?”, “How often can we reuse components for efficiency?”, “How can
we measure the efficiency of a technique?”, “Is the system costly in terms of storage?”.
Problem Statement 3 (Lacking in metadata apposition with tool outcomes in a SWfMS): Although
taxonomy of metadata and usage of metadata for raw data management are considered in number of studies
[24] [9] [52] [86] [51] [71] [72] [21], intermediate data management is never been proposed with metadata
management for a SWfMS. How tool states can be formed in a SWfMS is discussed in existing studies, but
the effect of them on intermediate data is not discussed in the study. Configuring and tuning parameters in
a workflow can have a significant impact on certain types of model that can change the states of processes (i.
e. modules). Different outputs might be produced for a sequence of modules with identical input datasets in
different workflows for a different set of parameter configuration. “How can we handle the recommendation
considering tool states in a SWfMS?”, and “How much data are reusable if we consider tool state?” are need
to be answered before designing a recommendation technique with tool states.
Problem Statement 4 (Lacking in validation of the effectiveness of a methodology): Scientists from
different areas are working on SWfMS, i.e., from Bioinformatics to Image Processing. Various tools and
technologies are used in a SWfMS, and various methodologies [22] [5] [23] [32] [77] [83] [66] are proposed by
researchers to increase efficiency. However, the existing studies are not discussed with quantitative analyses
rather than some qualitative analyses to validate the effectiveness of the techniques. To test the effectiveness
of a new methodology in a SWfMS, some factors need to be considered with user evaluation such as “What is
the overall performance of the methodology in a SWfMS?”, “How is the methodology being used by users in
the system?”, “Whether designed tool using the methodology is helping to compose workflows efficiently?”.
In addition, research experiments on Collaborative Scientific Workflow Management Systems (CSWfMSs)
[108] [55] are gained significant interest among researchers for real-time collaboration from different domain
experts. However, for time-constrained, sometimes it may not be possible to do the workflow composition in
real-time, how the situation can be handled need to be addressed and what percentages of components in a
SWfMS are reusable or shareable for future use need to be explored.
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1.3 Our Contribution
To introduce an automated data management technique for SWfMSs by concentrating on the research prob-
lems, our studies carried on that contribute towards the following four sections. All the research problems
and their solutions are summarized in Table 1.1 with the research questions. Major four contributions from
our studies are briefly discussed in this section.
Data Management Scheme for Micro-Level Modular Computation-intensive Programs
A great number of studies have been done on data management in SWfMs for efficient handling of data
while building workflows. In the studies of data management in SWfMSs, cost management is a vital issue
and how users can store various data from workflows efficiently for associating them in later is studied in
many studies with efficient algorithms [24] [100] [106]. These management techniques help users to manage
incremental data automatically in a SWfMS at low cost. A number of studies have been done on metadata
management, execution log management, and raw data management [24] [9] [52]. However, intermediate
data from different modules of workflows in a scientific workflow management system are huge in size and
incremental. Only for data provenance and introducing reproducibility, some of the systems manage them
by storing all. There is no automatic process to store them in a SWfMS in an optimal way. In order to
introduce such a management technique and explore the possibility of intermediate data for computationally
expensive distributed programs, we propose a data management scheme that can manage intermediate data
for efficient execution, error recovery and increased reusability. Using the proposed technique, user can gain
a significant amount of time in execution while building workflows. We conducted several experiments in
both distributed environment and local environment by executing workflows from our SWfMS to compare
and explore the time gain possibilities. Our experiments show that the proposed technique can gain 87% in
execution time in a SWfMS while building workflows. Also, few significant research questions and questions
in Problem Statement 1 of Section 1.2 are answered in the study for future direction and an automatic
approach of intermediate data management. We present this study in details in Chapter 3.
A technique for optimized Storing of Workflow Outputs
Although a data management scheme is essential in a SWfMS for efficient associations and using the data
in various workflows. However, an automatic technique is profoundly needed for decision making to store
and retrieve data in the runtime of workflows in a SWfMS. Furthermore, the technique should suggest an
optimal solution for workflow outcomes to store as there can be multiple outcomes from a particular module
of different workflows. For optimal storing of workflow outputs, few systems consider storing workflow output
with minimum cost [24] [100] [106]. In this study, we have emphasized on reusability to store outcomes using
a technique that ultimately works towards an optimal solution. We used mining association rules for the
technique to associate data and modules in a SWfMS. We present our study by exploring real-life Galaxy [1]
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workflows to find an optimal solution for increasing data reusability in a SWfMS and answered the research
questions of Problem Statement 2 in Section 1.2. Details of this study are presented in Chapter 4.
Optimal Storing Modes of Workflow Considering Tool State
By analyzing different workflows from various commonly used SWfMSs of MyExperiment [38], we realize that
tool state needs to be considered while recommending intermediate states for modules. The reason behind
that different parameter configurations of a tool while composing workflows in a SWfMS make different states
of the tool that could generate varying outcomes. Considering the tool state, we propose an adaptive version
of the RISP that can work with parameter configuration and tuning in a SWfMS. In previous studies [32] [25]
[52] [78] tool state is considered to introduce proper reproducibility. Storing of parameter configuration and
management of them are also addressed in such studies. In our proposed approach, we mainly considered
the effects of parameter configuration for outcomes (i.e., intermediate data) of modules as we are proposing
a technique of data management for the outcomes of modules. We present different experimental studies
from 534 workflows of a SWfMS (i. e., Galaxy) for evaluating the technique. We present the studies with
different metrics to ensure reusability in a SWfMS and to answer the research question presented in Problem
Statement 3 of Section 1.2. We present the details of this study in Chapter 5.
Usability Study of Recommending Intermediate States
We conducted several user studies to see the user behavior with the technique in a SWfMS and ensure
the validity of the technique in a SWfMS. In our user studies, participants were asked to compose and
execute workflows where Google Analytics and Tobii Eye Tracing device are used to trace all the activities
of the participants. From the data, several interesting facts are revealed that help us to answer the research
questions in Problem Statement 4 of Section 1.2. Details of this study are presented in chapter 6.
1.4 Publications
Below is the list of publications and other works that are prepared for submission (with collaborator) from
this thesis.
• Debasish Chakroborti, Banani Roy, Amit Mondal, Golam Mostaeen, Chanchal Roy, Kevin Schneider,
and Ralph Deters, “A Data Management Scheme for Micro-Level Modular Computation- intensive
Programs in Big Data Platforms”, International Symposium on Big Data Management and Analytics
(BIDMA), University of Calgary, 2018.
• Debasish Chakroborti, Manishankar Mondal, Banani Roy, Chanchal K. Roy, Kevin A. Schneider, “Op-
timized Storing of Workflow Outputs through Mining Association Rules”, 2018 IEEE International
Conference on Big Data (IEEE Big Data), pp. 508-515, Seattle, WA, USA, 2018.
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• Debasish Chakroborti, Sristy Sumana Nath, Banani Roy, Chanchal K. Roy, Kevin A. Schneider, “Opti-
mal Storing Modes of Workflow in A Scientific Workflow Management System Considering Tool State”,
IEEE Journal - Transactions on Services Computing (to be submitted).
• Debasish Chakroborti, Banani Roy, Sristy Sumana Nath, Manishankar Mondal, Chanchal K. Roy, Kevin
A. Schneider, “Designing for Recommending Intermediate States in A Scientific Workflow Management
System”, IEEE Journal - Transactions on Services Computing (to be submitted).
1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis outline is described by giving some background knowledge of Workflows, Scientific Workflows,
Scientific Workflow Management System and the required technologies (i.e., distributed environment, mining
association rules and so on.) in Chapter 2. We present our Data Management Scheme for SWfMS in Chapter
3. Chapter 4 is described with the technique (i. e. RISP) for optimized Storing of Workflow Outputs in a
SWfMS. In Chapter 5, an adaptive version of the RISP is presented by considering tool states in workflows
with reusability analyses. We also developed a prototype of the technique and integrated the technique in a
SWfMS. To ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the technique, we conducted user studies in a SWfMS.
Details of the user studies are presented in Chapter 6. Lastly, Chapter 7 is presented with an overall summary
of our work and concluded with some future directions.
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Table 1.1: Research problems and associated solutions
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A brief discussion of the background and the required technologies of this thesis are discussed in this
chapter. Section 2.1 defines the Workflow and Workflow Management System (WfMS) in generalized ways.
In Section 2.2 and 2.3, we present the general overview of Scientific Workflows and Scientific Workflow
Management System (SWfMS). Section 2.4 is discussed with the required tool and technologies for this
study.
2.1 Workflow and Workflow Management System
Workflow is composed for the automation of a sequence of jobs where information or responsibilities are passed
among shareholders by a predefined set of rules to reach or provide a particular goal [45]. Workflow theory
is developed from the concept of process in manufacturing and office work. Work activities are separated
into well-defined tasks, roles, rules, and procedures which control most of the work in manufacturing or
office by a workflow [35]. However, processes were previously carried out by human beings, but nowadays
those are automated by the information system. So, the concept of workflow is similar to reengineering and
automating business processes and information processes in an environment. Such a workflow comprises of
cases, resources, and triggers that are related to a particular task. A workflow can be represented with the
above-mentioned content as a Petri net with a specific workflow state [93].
Workflow Management System is an arrangement that can fully define, manage, and execute workflows
by means of software execution and the order of execution is operated by a computer representation of the
workflow implementation [45]. Workflow Management System (WfMS) is a foundation that supports reengi-
neering and automation of the processes for a particular environment. I other words, a workflow management
system (WfMS) is a software solution for the implementation of a workflow system that can support work-
flows to be executed in a particular environment. A WfMS is not a specific business solution, by configuring
the system and its workflows, it can be turned into one that can be used for other purposes. In other words, a
workflow management system is a generic application to support various workflows [93]. Additionally, WfMS
coordinates the executions of its processes and supports fast design, interoperability among heterogeneous
resources, autonomous components, distributed systems, ensures reliability, concurrency, and failures.
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2.2 Scientific Workflow
Processing of different logical data processing activities by a set of rules and automating them make a
workflow [53]. In scientific workflows, scientific data processing activities are assembled and automated to
execute the activities to reduce the execution time [53]. Scientific Workflow is usually defined in a system
as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), where the nodes depict individual computational activities (i.e., known
as modules) and the edges denote data flow and conditions among the modules [27]. Scientific Workflow is
gaining interest in scientific research communities that can be seen from various events such as Workshop,
Forum, Research Projects Dealing, and organization funding [56]. In addition, for the opportunity of data-
intensive operation, SWfMSs (e.g., Galaxy [1], myGrid/Taverna [69], Kepler [56], VisTrails [16], and so on)
are becoming increasingly common [23] for scientific data analysis. As well as the capabilities of handling
heterogeneity of data made scientific workflows traditional to analyze scientific problem [36].
2.3 Scientific Workflow Management System
A Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS) is a software solution to execute scientific workflows
and manage scientific data sets in various computing environments [53] [7]. Such a SWfMS can manage a
scientific workflow all along its life cycle [53]. In other words, a Workflow Management System (WfMS) is an
arrangement that can define, create, and manage the execution of workflows and a SWfMS is a WfMS that
can handle and manage scientific workflow execution [53]. In addition, in a SWfMS automated technique and
provenance tracking commit advantages for both composition and execution [23] [36]. By using such automate
computational activities in SWfMS, many disciplines are benefiting such as astronomy, biology, chemistry,
environmental science, engineering, geosciences, medicine, physics, and social sciences [36]. Furthermore, a
SWfMS needs to be reliable and efficient to coordinate and automate data flow and task execution in various
environment such as in distributed computational, clusters, cyberinfrastructures, commercial and academic
clouds environments [27]. In a system of workflow management translation of tasks to jobs and execute them
is not the only thing to be counted; data management, monitoring executions, and failures handling need to
be considered for the reliability and efficiency [27] [36]
2.4 Tool and Technologies
In this Section, we provide a short description of the tools and technologies we have used to implement the
various prototypes of the thesis. Rest of the Subsection of this Section, are discussed with the tools and
technologies required to implement our Scientific Workflow Management System.
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Hadoop
Apache Hadoop [99] is a combination of tools that facilitate using a cluster of computers to solve computa-
tionally expensive problems requiring huge amounts of data. The software package provided by the Hadoop
framework supports both distributed storage and processing of data. To take advantage of the parallel
processing that Hadoop provides, we need to express our query as a MapReduce job. Hadoop supports
MapReduce, MapReduce is a distributed data processing model and execution environment that runs on
large clusters of computer systems.
Spark
Spark is a distributed framework that assists iterative processes to reuse data while retaining the scalability
and fault tolerance of MapReduce [107]. To introduce the reusability, Spark offers a concept named resilient
distributed datasets (RDDs). The RDDs in a distributed system are read-only groups of objects distributed
over different machines and can be reconstructed if necessary.
Yarn
For the tight coupling and centralized job handling nature of Apache Hadoop MapReduce, YARN computing
platform is introduced in Hadoop ecosystem. YARN decouples the programming model from the resource
management infrastructure and substitutes many scheduling duties in a cluster [94].
HDFS
Hadoops Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) is a filesystem that runs on large clusters of physical or virtual
machines and manages data storing and retrieving in the cluster. HDFS is designed to work efficiently
in conjunction with MapReduce model [99]. Furthermore, HDFS is intended for storing a vast amount of
data sets reliably, and for making sure of the flow of those data sets at high bandwidth to their respective
applications [81]
Association Rules
Association rules [2] is introduced to identify uniformity between goods in large-scale transaction data
recorded by a system in a store. Association rule mining is a rule-based technique for finding interest-
ing relationships between items in large databases. Strong rules can be discovered in large databases by
satisfying some constraints.
Bioinformatics Tools
In our various experiment, we have considered some well-known tools of bioinformatics domain. Mainly
PEAR [110], FastQC [12], FLASH [58] are used in our experiments while composing workflows.
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Deep Learning Based Image Processing Tools
Effective functionality of a wide variety of learning settings and several basic statistical, optimization, and
linear algebra fundamentals can be found in the MLlib library [59] of Spark. As a Sparks distributed
machine learning library, MLlib supports various languages and grants a high-level API that can be used
with Spark-based programs to simplify the implementation of machine learning or deep learning pipelines.
Deep Learning Pipelines of the MiLIb presents high-level APIs also for the deep learning methodologies in
Python Environment. Currently, the pipelines support inceptionV3, Xception, ResNet50, VGG16, VGG19
deep learning models of Keras [19].
Python
We chose Python language for our development because it has a wide range of libraries for scientific analysis.
As an interpreted language with expressive syntax structure, it is also easy to implement. As stated in [70],
Python is an extraordinary language to extend scientific codes written in different languages. Furthermore,
Python can transform fundamental implementations into a high-level language that can be accommodated
for scientific analysis for fast, immediate use and flexible for additional extensions.
Servers
Our web server is configured with Apache and Nginx together. In such configuration, direct communication
with the outside world will be in two steps whereas Apache will be running as a backend server and will
only exchange data with Nginx. In the second step, a uWSGI module is required to communicate with our
application. A uWSGI project is implemented by default in a Python application. Where a uWSGI module
of Nginx allows Nginx to communicate with python applications through the uwsgi protocol [68].
CouchDB is a comparatively modern database management system, designed from scratch to satisfy the
requirements of modern software that are intended to be web-based, document-oriented, and distributed in
type [50]. In our application CouchDB server is used to metadata management.
Web UI Technologies
Interactive flowcharts, organizational hierarchies, tree structures, and other complex diagrams of nodes can
be implemented with the JavaScript library GoJS [80]. For supporting interactive diagram and visualization
in a web platform and facilitating custom construction of components make this technology a good choice for
our SWfMS implementation. GoJS library allows some interactive features such as dragging-and-dropping,
copying-and-pasting, text editing, tool-tipping, templating, data binding and modeling, event handling of its
component on a web interface. Such features help us to implement our interactive feature of the SWfMS.
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Google Analytics
As a web analytics service, Google Analytics provides APIs that allows collecting user usage data [20].
Apache Jmeter
As a load testing tool, Apache JMeter is used for analyzing and measuring the performance of web applications
[41].
2.5 Web Services vs. Local Scripts vs. Distributed Scripts
All computational scripts and resources should have the plug and play characteristics in a SWfMS for their
efficient reproducibility [56]. Computational jobs as modules in workflows in a SWfMS could be local-
scripts, distributed-scripts, and web-services (Figure 2.2) and could reside in different servers. In our various
experiments of data management, we use local scripts, distributed computing scripts, and their outcomes
are managed with our proposed data management techniques in a SWfMS. Local-scripts are plain scripts for
some modularized tasks, and in our SWfMS, Python language is used to write the scripts. If a user executes
a local-script module in a workflow, usually, a request is sent to the webserver of the SWfMS to run a python
script for the particular module as a subprocess in the same server. The outcomes of the local-scripts as
intermediate data are suggested to store in the same system of the webserver from our SWfMS with the
proposed data management technique. In the case of the distributed computing job, a client request is
processed on a Spark/YARN distributed cluster where the script of the requested job resides in the master
node of the cluster. The outcomes of the distributed computing scripts (i.e., intermediate data of modules)
are stored in a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) of the same distributed cluster. Another important
job type in workflows in a SWfMS is web-service. Web services are deployed by Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) to process responses for the demands of clients. For the availability of APIs and SOA architecture,
web-services also can be incorporated easily in workflows as modules. In a SWfMS, incorporated web-services
can be both composed and micro-services. Composite web service also serves as a module in a workflow with
a nested structure of the workflow (i.e., composed web services as a workflow inside a workflow) in a SWfMS
[69].
With the help of service-oriented architecture, service provider also follow caching in servers of the services
for efficient user experience [91] [33] [90]. In addition, Liu and Ralph [54] considered caching in both client-side
and server-side to overcome the service issues for the temporary loss of connectivities to introduce seamless
user experience. The suggested techniques in the cashing studies also designed to store service outcomes by
various algorithms in active memory for rapid access. The major difference from those storing to our storing
scheme is the scope of their usage and purpose. For instance, web service caching techniques store data or
responses in a way that serves the objective of efficient and fast responses. On the other hand, our technique
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Figure 2.1: Service oriented architecture.
stored in the persistent memory respect to a particular dataset to be reusable in the future in other workflows

























Figure 2.2: Local scripts, web services, and distributed computing scripts in a workflow.
Other differences from the existing storing technique of the service composition to our technique is dis-
cussed in the following paragraph. Web services caching can be introduced in both the service and service-
consumer side of the SOA architecture (i.e., Figure 2.1). In the studies of caching techniques of either side,
data are stored for a particular web service or composite service, and the lifetime of the data depends on
the request and response cycles of the service. In our case, the data management technique in a SWfMS is
presented to store the module outcome for future workflows. Thus, the data management technique stores
a set of outcomes optimally in a SWfMS with the highest probability of reuse. The set of outcomes are
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considered from all of the outcomes of modules of all the workflows for a particular timeline. In the data
provenance study of SWfMS, Woodman et al. [100] stated, It would not be a feasible solution to store all
of the generated data from workflows in a SWfMS for the provenance and other purposes. Therefore an
optimization is required in a SWfMS for the sets of module outcomes, and the proposed data management
technique works for the optimized sets. Although, web services are considered from the log of workflow execu-
tion to explore the probability of data reusability in our analyses, explicitly web services are not tested with
the data management technique in our SWfMS. As web services can be composite services and micro-services
and selection of the intermediate data of the services is another research problem with the user accessibility,
we planned to research this area in the future for managing the web services data for a SWfMS. In the rest
of the thesis, the term services are used for referring both the local and distributed services.
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3 A Data Management Scheme for Micro-Level
Modular Computation-intensive Programs in Big
Data Platforms
Big-data analytics or systems developed with parallel distributed processing frameworks (e.g., Hadoop and
Spark) are becoming popular for finding important insights from a huge amount of heterogeneous data (e.g.,
image, text and sensor data). These systems offer a wide range of tools and connect them to form workflows
for processing Big Data. Independent schemes from different studies for managing programs and data of
workflows have been already proposed by many researchers and most of the systems have been presented
with data or metadata management. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study particularly discusses
the performance implications of utilizing intermediate states of data and programs generated at various
execution steps of a workflow in distributed platforms. In order to address the shortcomings, we propose
a scheme of Big-data management for micro-level modular computation-intensive programs in a Spark and
Hadoop based platform. In this chapter, we investigate whether management of the intermediate states can
speed up the execution of an image processing pipeline consisting of various image processing tools/APIs
in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) while ensuring appropriate reusability and error monitoring.
From our experiments, we obtained prominent results, e.g., we have reported that with the intermediate data
management, we can gain up to 87% computation time for an image processing job.
3.1 Motivation
With the rapid advancement of Big Data platforms, software systems [60], [95], [57], [85], [47] are being
developed to provide an interactive environment for large-scale data analysis to the end users in the area
of scientific research, business, government, and journalism. Big Data platforms such as Hadoop, Spark,
Google Data-flow, and so on provide us a high-level abstract interface for implementing distributed-cluster
processing of data. Recently, many researchers [28], [57], [86], [96] have focused on developing architectures
and frameworks for large-scale data analysis tools utilizing these platforms. Most of these architectural
frameworks are adopting workflows or pipelines [76], [85], [71] for data analysis to provide flexible job creation
environment. Workflows, in general, connect a sequence of interoperating tools to accomplish a task. For
example, in order to find features from images of a large crop field, different image processing tools such as
image registration, stitching, segmentation, clustering and feature finding tools are needed to be connected
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in order to form a workflow. In such workflow management systems, modularization is important to support
scalability and heterogeneity. Thus, a wide range of tools is incorporated where each tool is treated as an
independent process or module or service and can be implemented using different programming languages.
Traditionally, researchers and data analysts require to run same workflows frequently with different algorithms
and models that causes overwhelming efforts even with the moderate size of data by running all of the modules
in the workflows. Utilization dimensions of those modules can be increased by storing their outcomes as
intermediate states in such systems. In other words the possibility to use the transformed data in later stages
to reduce computation time, to enhance reusability and to ensure error recovery can be increased by a proper
data management.
Modular programming is a software design approach that draws attention to uncoupling the functionalities
of a script towards independent, interchangeable, reusable units [65]. On the other hand, data modularity is
always anticipated for quick and flexible access to a dataset. In this chapter , the intermediate states of data
are being recognized as modular data which are outcomes of modular programs. The dynamic management
of datasets is another ground to have intermediate states for a huge amount of data [8]. Some other common
benefits of intermediate data are sustainability, scalability, quick construction and cost savings [8], [92], [64],
[43]. In many circumstances of a data-intensive distributed application, image processing is an inevitable
part where contemporary technologies of image analysis are pertinent for processing a large set of image
data. However, special care is needed for both image data and program to process a huge amount of data
with such emerging technologies. To make users’ tasks more realistic in real time for Big Data analytics in
image processing, intermediate modular data states can be an appreciable settlement to design and observe
pipelines or workflows. In image-based tasks, the common execution operations (such as pre-processing,
transformation, model fitting, and analysis) can be wrapped up as modules, and their outputs can be used
for both observation and post-processing. Another important aspect of Big Data analytics is to store lots of
data in a way that can be accessed in a low-cost [46], thus data management with the reusable intermediate
data and program states might be a great deal to restore program state by reflecting the lower cost.
A distributed image processing system requires huge storage and data processing time for high-resolution
large files. For such a system, stored intermediate states can be fruitful rather than transmitting raw files
for a paralleled task. Spark itself generates some intermediate states of data in its processing engine to
reduce IO cost [104]. Hence, in our modular programming paradigm, if we introduce a mechanism of storing
intermediate states and manage them, we can reuse our data from various modules without computation
which eventually minimizes total cost of processing. Many researchers and organizations are now pointing
up on long time data processing with distributed parallel environments for low cost and convenient system
to handle a large amount of data [4]. Following the trends, a machine/deep learning-based algorithm with
heterogeneous data is another emerging practice to analyze a large amount of data for agricultural and
other data-intensive tasks [84]. Considering the current technologies and trends, our scheme would be a
contemporary package to analyze a large amount of image data.
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Although a few studies [8], [92], [64], [43], [44] focused on propagated results in the intermediate states
in Big Data management, to the best of our knowledge none reflected the performance implications of
reusability of intermediate data and model in distributed platforms. Moreover, these studies do not show
how the intermediate states across various image processing workflows can be reused. To fill the gap, in
this chapter we investigated whether the intermediates states generated from modular programs can speed
up the overall execution time of workflows in Hadoop/Spark based distributed processing units by assuring
enhanced reusability and error recovery. Here our idea was that loading intermediate states from HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System) might take longer than generating them in memory during the execution
of a workflow. In order to figure out the actual situations, we developed a web-based interactive environment
where users can easily access intermediate states and associated them across various workflows, e.g., some
outcomes of the image segmentation pipeline are reusable to the image clustering and registration pipelines.
We found that even though it takes some time to load intermediate states from an HDFS based storage,
a workflow can be executed faster in a system of handled intermediate states in persistent memory than a
system of no intermediate states in persistent memory. Our finding is described in Figure 3.5 for various
workflows. In the figure, we illustrate if we can skip some modules with the help of stored intermediate
states, we can get better performance than the case of without storing intermediate states. Details of the
performance and re-usability have been discussed in Section 3.5. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows. Section 3.2 discusses the related work, Section 3.3 presents our proposed scheme of intermediate
data management, Section 3.4 describes our experiment setup, Section 3.5 compares our proposed scheme
with the usual technique of intermediate data handling by using various image progressing pipelines, Section
3.6 describes some valuable findings towards data management for modular programming, and finally, Section
3.7 concludes the chapter .
3.2 Related Work
A number of studies [13], [57], [96], [31] have investigated recent techniques of filesystem to process Big Data
and some studies [86], [51], [71], [72], [21] were presented with application of data or image processing in such
file systems with metadata management. Similarly, various databases, algorithms, tools, technologies, and
storage systems are acknowledged in a number of studies while solving the problem of big data processing for
image analysis and plant-based research in distributed environments. Studies related to phenotyping, image
processing and intermediate states in distributed environments are considered to compare with our work,
and some of them are presented below in three subsections.
3.2.1 Study on file systems of Big Data processing
Blomer [13] investigates various file systems of computer systems and compared them with parallel distributed
file systems. Benefits of both distributed and core file systems of computer systems are discussed. As well
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as, a distributed file system as a layer of the main file system has been addressed with common facilities
and problems. In their work, data and metadata managements key points are also discussed for map-reduce
based problems and fault tolerance concept. Luyen et al. [57] experiment on different data storage systems
with a large amount of data for phenotyping investigation. Their work on a number of heterogeneous
database systems and technologies such as MongoDB, RDF, SPARQL, and so on. explores possibilities of
interoperability and performance. Similar to the above studies, Donvito et al. [31] discuss and compare
various popular distributed storage technologies such as HDFS, Ceph, and GlusterFS. Wang et al. [96]
propose a technique of metadata replication in Hadoop based parallel distributed framework for failure
recovery. By emphasizing metadata replications in slave nodes for reliable data access in big data ecosystem,
the proposed metadata replication technique works in three stages such as initialization, replication and
failover recovery. Similarly, Li et al. [51] propose a log-based metadata replication and recovery model
for metadata management in a distributed environment for high performance, balanced load, reliability,
and scalability. In their work, caching and prefetching technologies are used for the metadata to enhance
performance. While above studies focus on metadata management in various file systems, our study is
fundamentally different with an investigation of a scheme of intermediate data management for distributed
file systems considering reusability, error recovery and execution at a lower cost.
3.2.2 Big Data in terms of Image Processing
Minervini et al. [60] discuss different challenges in phenotyping by addressing the current limitations in
image processing technologies, where collaboration is emphasized from diverse research group to overcome
the challenges. Although collaboration is an important part of a scientific workflow management system
(SWfMS) and we are proposing a scheme for a SWfMS, but the main focus in this study is consideration of
intermediate states with micro-level modular computational-intensive programs while managing workflows
in a distributed environment for increasing efficiency. Some other studies on phenotyping concentrate on
the costs of processing and appropriate usage of current technologies to reduce the costs such as Minervini
et al. [61] propose a context-aware based capturing technique for JPEG images that will be processed by
distributed receivers in a Phenotyping environment. Singh et al. [84] provide a comprehensive study on ML
tools in phenotyping area for appropriate and correct application of them in plant research. Coppens et al.
[21] emphasize data management for automated phenotyping and explore the image metadata potentiality
for synergism (Usage of metadata with main features). Sensor’s metadata of imaging technique could be
used by appropriate filtering for the synergism is also addressed in their work. Smith et al. [86] address the
importance of metadata in Big Data ecosystems to migrate and share data or code from one environment
to another. Data consolidation, analysis, discovery, error, and integration also have been scrutinized from
metadata usage perspective in the Big Data environment. Pineda-Morales et al. [72] emphasize on both
file metadata and task metadata to propose a model for filtering hot metadata. After categorizing and
analyzing both hot and cold metadata, they recommend for distributing hot metadata (frequently accessed)
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and centralizing cold metadata in a system of data management. Although the above works show the behavior
and direction of metadata, none of them analyze the processed data or intermediate data as metadata for
efficient management. In our work, modular outcomes of computational intensive programs are analyzed,
and a scheme is proposed to store those intermediate outcomes for efficiency in a SWfMS.
3.2.3 Study on Intermediate-data
Becker et al. [8] survey on current Big Data usage and emphasize on intermediate data behavior for iterative
analysis at every stage of processing to minimize the overall response time with an algorithmic perspective.
Besides, intermediate data can be saved in persistent storage at checkpoints was considered for error recovery.
Same as Heit et al. [44] explained the nature of intermediate data while giving a statistical model for Big
Data as well as intermediate data should be independent was reported in their work. Intermediate data
management is considered by Tudoran et al. [92], where they pointed out storing of intermediate-data for
rollback purposes from the application level. Intermediate data for checkpoints analysis are also considered by
Mistrik and Bahsoon in their work [64]. Likewise, how intermediate data are dispatched in parallel distributed
systems such as Spark, Hadoop is discussed by Han and Hong [43] in their book by bringing together and
analyzing various areas of Big Data processing.
Although some of the above works were discussed with the fault-tolerant concept using intermediate states,
none of them discussed the possibility and necessity of storing intermediate data for Big data analytics in a
distributed environment. Reviewing the above works, we realized that in a distributed environment efficient
data access mechanism is a big concern and time implications for both data storing and loading are needed to
be observed in a distributed environment. Focusing these, we investigate the possibility of a data management
mechanism by storing intermediate states with the help of modularized programs for enhancing processing
time, reusability and error recovery.
3.3 Proposed Method
Modular programming for computation-intensive tasks is already a proven technology for reusability of code
[116], [10], [88], [29], but for large raw data transaction and loading from distributed systems, we cannot fully
use the proficiency of modularity. On the other hand, processed data require less memory, transaction and
loading time. Considering both the cases, we store processed intermediate data with other program data and
want to explore three research questions in a SWfMS, such as
• RQ1: Does the system support data reusability that ultimately reduces time and efforts?
• RQ2: Does it have any error recovery mechanism that could construct workflows quicker if errors
occur?
• RQ3: and How the system is supporting fast processing for frequently used workflows?
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Answers to these three research questions have been presented in the section 3.5. To use both of these
intermediate data and modular programs, and explore the usability of modular outcomes in our full system
a modularized data access mechanism is introduced. We have an interactive web interface, which is used for
accessing datasets of various modules input and output. A dedicated distributed data server where images
and intermediate data are stored was used in our system for parallel processing. From the web interface,
image processing workflows can be built, and modules of the workflows can be submitted to a distributed
processing master node as jobs, by this way distributed image data are processed with specified modules
from the workflows.
Figure 3.1: Proposed data management scheme.
Two major types of metadata of image processing environment are file-structure-metadata and result-
metadata [72]. In our system, we managed both kinds of metadata using APIs that retrieve and store
information on a dedicated Hadoop server. This dedicated server is designed to facilitate various parallel
processing from different modules of pipelines or workflows. When a SHIPPIs (Spark High-throughput Image
Processing Pipeline) module needed to be executed for a task, available data or intermediate data states are
suggested from a web interface with the help of the metadata and HDFS APIs (e.g., Figure 3.1). SHIPPI is
our designed library that provides cloud-based APIs for the modular functionality of image processing [65].
Details of the SHIPPI has been described in the experimental setup section, i.e., Section 3.4. Our system
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at first tries to find suitable datasets for a modular task with task information and information from the
metadata server, suggested datasets are presented on a web interface to be selected for a particular task from
our distributed storage system, i.e., HDFS. Suggested datasets can be an intermediate or raw data, but the
intermediate states will always have a higher priority to be selected if available. Another important task
of our system is to keep track of metadata and intermediate data. After every execution, there are a few
outputs from a single module such as analysis results, intermediate data, and so on. Intermediate data are
stored in a distributed file system with actual data, and analysis results are stored in a server as metadata
for future use.
Figure 3.2: Reusable intermediate data in workflows.
How the proposed scheme of data management by modular programs and intermediate data can introduce
reusability, error recovery and faster processing in a Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS) is
described with simple workflows (Figure 3.2). In the figure, four workflows are illustrated with modules
and intermediate data. All black and grey marked processes (Ps) and intermediated data (IDs) represent
more than the one-time existence of them in the four workflows and possibility to be reused of them. This
reusability of them means they are likely to be reused later in either for the same workflow with different tools
or the other workflows in a SWfMS. Different intensities of black and grey colours represent the same modules
or intermediate states from different workflows in different groups. A particular group is formed for the same
operations on the same dataset or for the intermediate states that are being generated for the same operation
of module sequences on them with same input dataset. In workflow 1, we have four modules (P1, P3, P5,
and P7). These modules perform operations sequentially on dataset D1 and produce three intermediate
datasets (ID1, ID2, and ID3), where the last outcome is desired output (O/P). All workflows have some
processing modules to perform operations on specific datasets or intermediate datasets for generating desired
intermediate outcomes or final results. The intermediate states are usually used by intermediate modules
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sequentially (N. B. For simplicity we are considering only sequential module processing in workflows) in
workflows. Workflow 2 has three modules (P1, P3, and P4) that generate two intermediate datasets (ID1
and ID2). Workflow 3 and 4 have five and four processing modules with four and three intermediate stages
respectively. Last three workflows in the figure are working on the same dataset D2, and a few modules such
as P1, P2, and P3 are frequently used for building those workflows. This scenario opens the possibility of
reusability of intermediate states, as it is common in a SWfMS that same modules can be used in different
workflows. As well as, the same sequence of operations on the same or different dataset can be occurred
in various workflows by supporting the possibility of program reusability. In the workflow 2, an operation
by module P1 is performed on dataset D2 and generates intermediate dataset ID1. This operation and
the outcome (ID1) are the same in the other three workflows for the same module sequence and same
dataset. Same sequence P1 → P2 → P3 in workflow 3 also occurs in workflow 4 with the same input
data set D2. Thus, ID3 (intermediate dataset) from workflow 3 can be directly used in workflow 4 for
skipping the first three module operations to analyze with only the last module or increase the performance.
To introduce this type of efficiency and performance enhancement in a system of workflow management,
modules outcome is needed to be stored with appropriate access mechanism. Furthermore, if failures occur
in any workflow, stored intermediate states (IDs) can be used to recover the workflow by addressing the
issues only in faulty modules. In a distributed environment, data are partitioned and replicated on different
nodes, and the transition time of data is not as simple as it is a single file system. Data transfer time from
slave nodes to master nodes is needed to be considered for both storing and retrieving. So, for storing and
retrieving intermediate data from such distributed systems, experiments are necessary regarding transition
and computation time. Our experimental section (Section 3.5) is designed in that way to investigate the
actual scenario of I/O operation and computation time for the micro level modular computation-intensive
programs in a distributed environment and explore the possibility of reusability.
3.4 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, for evaluating a full system performance with the proposed scheme, a web platform
is used, a web interface is designed with current web technologies and Flask (A Python micro-framework)
web framework. From the web interface, SHIPPIs APIs are called to execute a job in an OpenStack based
Spark-Hadoop cluster (e.g., five-node, 40 cores, and a total of 210 GB RAM). It provides cloud-based APIs
for the modular functionality of image-processing pipeline and automatically parallelizes different modules
of a program. Each API call is modularized into four sections such as conversion, estimation, model-fitting,
analysis-transform. Figure 3.4, shows the block diagram of SHIPPI, which represents the relationship among
different libraries and modules of the framework. In our testing environment, HDFS is used to store our
image data for parallel processing. To store intermediate states, we used the Pickle library of Python, and we
designed three image processing pipelines - Segmentation, Clustering and Leaves Recognition following our
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proposed model discussed in Section 3.3. Every pipeline was tested at least five times and an average of their
execution time was recorded. For testing purposes, we mainly used three datasets - Flavia [103], 2KCanola,
4KCanola. Each of those datasets has more than 2000 images, where Flavia is a known dataset used for
leaves recognition system, and 2KCanola and 4KCanola datasets are from the P2IRC (Plant Phenotyping
and Imaging Research Centre) project of University of Saskatchewan used for various purposes of image
analysis.
Figure 3.3: Pipeline building with image processing tools.
The three pipelines are illustrated in Figure 3.3, where a single job such as leaves recognition, segmentation
or clustering is built by their respective modularized parts. The first module (Leaves Description) of the
leaves recognition pipelines extracts features and prepares data for the next module leaves matching. The
next module (Leaves Matching), which is the final module in the leaves recognition pipelines does the job
of comparing those features and reports a classification result of leaves. Similarly, image segmentation and
clustering pipelines are modularized by four common modules such as transformation, estimation, model
fitting, and analysis. Transformation is used for mainly colour conversion, estimation is used for feature
extraction, model fitting is used for training an algorithm and setting parameters, and the final module
analysis is used for testing and result preparation. Pipelines can be built by selecting modules and parameters
for submitting a desired task in the distributed environment on the web interface, where each module works
as a job in the distributed environment and their outcomes are gathered from a master node and distributed
file system for further analysis.
3.5 Results and Evaluation
We developed a Spark High-throughput Image Processing Pipeline framework known as SHIPPI, which is an
image processing pipeline library to abstract map reduce, data loading, and low-level complexity of image
operations. SHIPPI was written in Python 2.7 and Spark 2.0.1, four modules of our modular program
paradigm of a pipeline using SHIPPI can be modified based on image processing operations concerning the
desired purpose. Furthermore, these modules are parallel with the help of PySpark library, and each output
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of components of SHIPPI.
Table 3.1: Time gain for the reusable intermediate data
Pipeline Tool Step 1 Step 2 Gain
Leaves Description 1163.7 sec + 35.7 sec - -
Leaves Matching Can be skipped 175.9 sec 1199.5 sec
of a module is used in the next module. In a spark-based solution all data are in main memory, so to reuse
those processed data, we store them as intermediate states in Hadoop distributed file system from those
modules that give reusable data. This system not only designed for reusability but also for error recovery
(for the higher failure rate of a long-running program or pipeline with a huge amount of data). Thus, if we
store intermediate data, there is a chance for us to recover a system at low cost.
Total eight distinct modules of the three image processing pipelines have been implemented with current
technologies, and all of them are designed for both without intermediate and with intermediate data concept.
Both transformation and estimation modules in the pipelines use the same technology, and they are similar
in the last two pipelines. Figure 3.5 is the execution-time comparison graph of both of the concepts for the
three pipelines in distributed and ubuntu file systems. Although saving intermediate states is a memory
overhead task for all of the pipelines in the figure, but there are possibilities to use stored data and skip
some processing steps for executing a pipeline at low cost. Skipping procedure eventually increases the
flexibility and reusability to analyze fractions of pipelines in low cost. Pipelines with skipped modules by
using intermediate data are presented with the improved performance in the figure. Another major concern
of our investigation was to explore the trade-off scenario between computation time and data loading/storing
time of modules in distributed systems. For investigating this, previously we assumed that a data and
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metadata transition time among slave and master nodes would be more than a module computation time in
a distributed environment. But the experimental results for the pipelines of skipped modules show improved
performance and contradict with our assumption regarding time implication of data transfer. Hence, a system
of workflow management with distributed processing unit is capable of handling intermediate states, and a
scheme is possible to introduce in such systems for reusability, error recovery and performance enhancement.
We organize our experiment into three sections to answer the research questions of our system’s usability.
All of the three pipelines of image processing are considered in each section for their respective illustrations.
Below are the three main subsections of our experiments.






































Figure 3.5: Performance comparison of workflows with-intermediate and without-intermediate data
3.5.1 Experiment for reusability
A collaborative SWfMS is used for design and job submission of the image processing pipelines to a distributed
parallel processing system. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the configuration interface for the image recognition
pipelines, which is implemented with SHIPPIs four-phase modular architecture where only two modules
are considered for simplicity. Intermediate state from the first module of this pipeline can be reusable to
image matching modules. So, an outcome of the image description stage is important for an image matching
technique and needed to be stored for reuse. In Figure 3.7 of the image matching technique, there is an
option to use intermediate states for the reuse. Possibility to use intermediate states is the reusability model
we are using in our system, an outcome of a module can be used in other modules if available and appropriate
for those modules. Consider another situation, when image files are huge in size for high resolution; then
pipelines take a large portion of total execution time for only data transferring and loading in a distributed
parallel processing system. Thus, stored features or descriptors as intermediate states can help to reduce the
transfer time up to a certain level. From table 3.1, we can see that module at step 1 (Image Descriptor)
required more than 1199.4 seconds to accomplish the feature extraction part. In a pipeline design, we can
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Figure 3.6: Image description module in our interactive workflow composition environment.
Figure 3.7: Image matching module in our interactive workflow composition environment.
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skip this step if we can use intermediate states and can gain up to 1199.4 seconds.
3.5.2 Experiment for error recovery
While a pipeline is running in a cluster, it is common that all the steps/modules may not be succeeded and the
pipeline may fail to produce the desired output. But in a system of workflow management stored intermediate
states can be helpful to recover a workflow execution by applying appropriate module configuration. If
we store intermediate data and necessary parameters for modules and if there is an error in a module
operation; still, data and configuration up to the previous module can be used for stored intermediate data
and parameters. So, configuring the failed module with the stored parameters and intermediate data, next
run of the pipeline will only take time for the failed modules. For example, in our case (Figure 3.8), image
recognition pipeline is divided into two modules using SHIPPI library, the second stage sometimes fails for
too many comparisons and I/O operations, but using intermediate states we can quickly re-run the second
stage by only reconsidering the error issues in that module. Similarly, both segmentation and clustering
pipelines are error-prone at the model fitting stage for lots of computation, in that case, up to two stages
of computation can be saved if we can reuse stored data with appropriate parameters, and this is possible
from our web interface. Besides, in a distributed environment when computation and data are enormous,
the failure rate is high for various tasks of a job due to memory overhead and access limitations of different
libraries. So, our proposed approach can be a feasible solution in such type of computation-intensive tasks
to avoid errors or failures.
Figure 3.8: Common error occurrences in workflow execution.
3.5.3 Experiment for fast processing
Both distributed and ubuntu file systems are considered for the execution time experiments of our scheme,
where pipeline design is considered with both with-intermediate and without-intermediate data. Table 3.1,
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.9 are presented with those execution time experiments. Examining the table, we
can say that for the intermediate states, possibilities of skipping execution steps can make pipeline execution
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time shorter than the normal execution. The Figure 3.5 illustrates the execution time comparisons and
performances for the three image processing pipelines in our SWfMS. These image processing pipelines are
categorized by three techniques of workflow building for two file systems. The techniques are - execution
of workflows by storing intermediate data, by not storing intermediate data and by skipping some module
operations. So, there are nine experiments in each file system that makes total of eighteen execution scenarios
in our system for both file systems. Short forms of the above techniques are given below.
• Leaves Recognition workflow without storing intermediate data (LRWoI)
• Leaves Recognition workflow with storing intermediate data (LRWtI)
• Leaves Recognition workflow by skipping descriptor operation (LRSD)
• Segmentation workflow without storing intermediate data (SWoI)
• Segmentation workflow with storing intermediate data (SWtI)
• Segmentation workflow by skipping transformation and analysis (SSTA)
• Clustering workflow without storing intermediate data (CWoI)
• Clustering workflow with storing intermediate data (CWtI)
• Clustering workflow by skipping transformation and analysis (CSTA)
The grided dark-grey, grey, and white bars in the Figure 3.5 representing leaves recognition system per-
formance in two different file systems. If we skip the descriptor calculation part using intermediate state, it
performs better, the grided white bars in the figure presents skip of the descriptor part and performances.
Same goes for the clustering and segmentation pipelines, dotted and lined bars in the figure represent seg-
mentation and clustering algorithms performances respectively, and white bars of these patterns represent
the skipping of modules and improved performance. Furthermore, from the Figure 3.5, we can have an idea
of quantitative values of performance for three different pipelines where grey colours represent all modules
computation time of pipelines with or without intermediate states, and white colours represent the compu-
tation time of the pipelines that can skip some modules operation for the availability of intermediate states.
So, it can be interpreted from the chart that, if we can skip some module operations for the intermediate
states, system or pipeline can be executed at a low cost in both of the file systems. However, there are some
delays to store data in a storage system, but for the reusability, a system can really work fast for already
processed data. In a SWfMS, amount of data is increased frequently for processing of various workflows. So,
without proper data management, volume and velocity of big data cannot be addressed efficiently. As well
as, different types of data exist in a SWfMS without proper annotation and association variety of big data
processing cannot be granted. All of the three Vs of big data can be appropriately handled in a system of
scientific workflow management by using a data-centric component management. Data-centric component
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development for large-scale data analysis is a current trend to reduce error rates and increase usability, and
our system can provide such kind of facilities using stored intermediate data.
3.6 Discussion and Lesson Learned
From our experimental studies, we figured out that although loading intermediate states from HDFS takes
some extra time, the solution and possibility of using intermediate states shows better performance than
loading raw large image files for the execution of image processing workflows. In Figure 3.9, normal execution
to modules skipping performances have been illustrated for all of the three image processing pipelines. For
each pipeline, gain by skipping modules is directly proportional to their normal execution time, as much
as the computation time increases, the gain is increased for the time too. This increment directly portraits
that the proposed scheme is more effective for computationally intensive tasks than the average workload of
pipelines.
We also experienced that discovering data reusability across various image processing tasks are challenging,
and significant analysis is required in this regard. In this situation, breaking up an image processing task
into micro-level tasks and offering APIs for each task with the micro-level modular programming concept
is a viable solution. We learned in a system of modular programming a user has more control over a task
configuration such as if a user wishes, certain steps can be used, or some can be skipped with respect to
the required functionalities and data availability. Some other common benefits of modular program design
that we experienced are - easy bug detection, less computation error, easy program handling, and modular
testing. Although we noticed this kind of modularity hampers performance, with the appropriate reusability
of intermediates states, it is possible to recover the loss. In order to figure out matching intermediate states
across various image processing tasks, applying machine learning algorithms might be another solution. In
this case, we need to tag intermediate states with metadata to associate them with the tasks they might
be used. A system should automatically suggest users for using intermediate states during compositions of
workflows.
While we are working in our cluster, we gathered some valuable knowledge of a distributed processing
framework such as for parallel processing the cores of different nodes are busy with different tasks of a specific
job. So, if anyone wants to store any processed data, it needs to happen on a master node. To store any
states, some data transition time from different nodes will be added to the storing procedure, which eventually
increases a program’s execution time. Another common problem of a distributed system is memory overhead
exception. If a master node does not have enough main memory, programs cannot execute operations on
a large dataset. For example, in our case, 30GB RAM of the master node could not process 4K images,
later which was increased to 90GB and then 4K images were processed with a clustering algorithm. Another
problem of a Spark based distributed system is, for rapid file system access program it throws IO exceptions
or SSH library file loading exceptions. Although there are various challenges to process a large dataset
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Figure 3.9: Performance comparison in both environments
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in a distributed environment but to facilitate the real-time experience for Big Data, distributed processing
environments are inevitable.
3.7 Conclusion
We devised a data management scheme for our image processing pipeline framework, where we considered
to store intermediate data and program state to reuse processed data and recover a pipeline failure with
the data. When a dataset has a large number of images and associate programs need long computational
time, there is a chance of high error rate. In spite of that, existing models have not concentrated on an
organization of intermediate states except raw data and metadata. Considering the above statements, we
proposed a model of intermediate state and showed that using intermediate state, it is easy to recover failures
quicker and increase reusability in a SWfMS. In addition, intermediate states can be used in other pipelines
to reduce the time cost, which eventually increases data reusability. To provide end users an interactive
environment for processing Big Data in a parallel distributed framework and at the same time give them
reusability with more control is a challenging job. Only a modularization of a program or task might not be
a feasible solution in many cases. So, our model with data modularization or intermediate data state at every
stage of a modular program will give a user more control of usability. Above all, our study contributes to
Volume, Velocity and Variety creation in Big image processing. In the current practice of workflow or pipeline
design, high computation capability resources may not facilitate users if users do not have more control over
data usability. Hence, using the proposed model of intermediate states of data, resource utilization can be
increased up to a certain level. Our experimental results were presented with such utilization, which makes
possible the practical use of our system. In the next chapter, we have discussed the technique of automatic
data storing and recommendation of our proposed data management scheme.
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4 Optimized Storing of Workflow Outputs through
Mining AssociationRules
While an intermediate data management scheme of modularized computational-intensive programs can
increase the reusability and performance in a SWfMS, an automatic decision mechanism is essential for storing
and recommending data of workflows in a SWfMS. Workflows are frequently built and used to systematically
process large datasets using workflow management systems (WMS). A workflow (i.e., a pipeline) is a finite
set of processing modules organized as a series of steps that is applied to an input dataset to produce a
desired output. In a workflow management system, users generally create workflows manually for their own
investigations. However, workflows can sometimes be lengthy and the constituent processing modules might
often be computationally expensive. In this situation, it would be beneficial if users could reuse intermediate
stage results generated by previously executed workflows for executing their current workflow.
In this chapter, we propose a novel technique based on association rule mining for suggesting which
intermediate stage results from a workflow that a user is going to execute should be stored for reusing in
the future. We call our proposed technique, RISP (Recommending Intermediate States from Pipelines).
According to our investigation on hundreds of workflows from two scientific workflow management systems,
our proposed technique can efficiently suggest intermediate state results to store for future reuse. The results
that are suggested to be stored have a high reuse frequency. Moreover, for creating around 51% of the entire
pipelines, we can reuse results suggested by our technique. Finally, we can achieve a considerable gain (74%
gain) in execution time by reusing intermediate results stored by the suggestions provided by our proposed
technique. We believe that our technique (RISP) has the potential to have a significant positive impact on
Big-Data systems, because it can considerably reduce execution time of the workflows through appropriate
reuse of intermediate state results, and hence, can improve the performance of the systems.
4.1 Motivation
A scientific workflow management system (SWfMS) is a special type of WfMS (workflow management sys-
tem) that lets its users perform computationally expensive and time-consuming tasks by decomposing them
into sequentially organized and inter-dependent modules. Our research in this chapter deals with work-
flows (i.e., pipelines) in scientific workflow management systems. Currently, scientific workflow management
systems are commonly used in various scientific, engineering, and business organizations for conducting inves-
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tigations, improving system efficiency, increasing productivity by reducing costs, and improving information
exchange. In Big-data analytics, when a large volume of heterogeneous data needs to be processed with
various mechanisms, scientific workflow management systems (SWfMS) should be considered for efficiency.
In a SWfMS, users can manually build their workflows by selecting and sequentially adding processing
modules from a finite set of modules available in the SWfMS for performing their desired investigations. Each
workflow or pipeline works on a particular dataset provided by a user. The processing modules in a workflow
are ordered in such a way that the output produced by a particular intermediate module can be used as input
by the next module in the workflow. The output that we obtain from the last module is considered the final
output from the workflow. Users often create workflows for processing large datasets. The intermediate state
results produced by the modules in such workflows can also be very large. Moreover, each of the processing
modules might require a considerable amount of time for data processing. In such a situation, it would be
beneficial if a user could reuse results produced by previously executed workflows when the user plans to
execute a workflow on the same dataset.
In order to provide automatic support for reusing results from previously executed workflows, we need to
have a mechanism for determining which of the intermediate state results obtained from a particular workflow
have a high possibility of being reused in the future. In our research presented in this chapter , we propose
such a mechanism (i.e., technique) which we call RISP (Recommending Intermediate States from Pipelines).
RISP provides suggestions for storing intermediate state results by analyzing association rules between data
and processing modules from the pipelines in the history. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first
one to investigate providing suggestions for storing intermediate state results from pipelines.
Previous studies considered storing all intermediate state results from pipelines. While storing all in-
termediate state results is good for provenance, it is not suitable from the perspective of reusability and
resource utilization. To store all intermediate state results from all pipelines, we need a significant amount
of storage space. As new pipelines will be created, the size of the stored results will continuously increase.
Also, it might be seen that many of the stored intermediate state results are not being reused at all. On the
other hand, if we do not store any of the intermediate state results, we might need to build and execute the
same workflows again and again. This might have a significant negative impact on the efficiency when the
processing modules in the workflows are time-consuming. In this situation, our proposed technique, RISP,
can be useful. It suggests intermediate state results for storing by analyzing their reuse possibility through
mining association rules. The following example will explain our idea.
Let us assume that a SWfMS without any mechanism for storing intermediate state results has been used
three times for executing three workflows as shown in Fig. 4.1. A user is now going to execute the fourth
workflow. In such a situation, if we integrate RISP with this SWfMS, then it will suggest storing the result
that will be obtained from module, M2, of the fourth workflow. The reason behind making this suggestion
is that the dataset D1 that is going to be processed in the fourth workflow was also processed in the first
and third workflows and the modules M1 and M2 were executed serially in both of these workflows. Thus,
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Figure 4.1: Automatically suggesting intermediate state results for storing from a workflow under
progress.
there is a high possibility that when a user will attempt to create a workflow in the future using dataset D1,
the user will first apply the two modules M1 and M2 serially on D1. Moreover, when executing the fourth
workflow, if the result from M2 is stored in the system, then in the future when a user attempts to create a
workflow using dataset D1, RISP will notify the user about the presence of the result that was stored from
the fourth workflow. Section 4.3 describes our suggestion technique.
We implement our proposed technique, RISP, as a prototype tool and apply it on hundreds of pipelines
created and used by the researchers and users in two scientific workflow management systems. We have the
following findings:
(1) By analyzing association rules from the previously executed pipelines, our proposed technique can
automatically suggest which intermediate state results from a pipeline under progress should be stored for
future reuse.
(2) The intermediate state results that can be stored according to the suggestions from our proposed
technique have a high frequency of being reused. The 508 pipelines that we investigated had 7165 possible
intermediate state results. However, our technique suggests storing only 49 of these. Each of these 49 results
can be reused 5 times on an average. The stored results can be reused for creating and executing around
51% of the entire set of pipelines.
(3) By storing intermediate state results according to the suggestions from our proposed recommendation
technique we can have a considerable gain (around 74% gain) in execution time while executing pipelines.
Our findings indicate that our proposed technique (RISP) can significantly improve the performance of
Big-Data systems through appropriate reuse of the intermediate state results from the workflows.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 defines and describes association rules, Section
4.3 presents our proposed technique for suggesting intermediate state results to store for reuse, Section 4.4
describes our experiment setup, Section 4.5 compares our proposed technique with three other techniques in
suggesting intermediate state results to store, Section 4.6 describes possible threats to validity, Section 4.7
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discusses the related work, and finally, Section 4.8 concludes the chapter by mentioning future work.
4.2 Background
Association rules have been used in software engineering research and practice for performing impact analysis
tasks. We define an association rule in the following way.
Association Rule. An association rule [3] is an expression of the form X => Y where X is the
antecedent, and Y is the consequent. Each of X and Y is a set of one or more program entities. The meaning
of such a rule is that if X gets changed in a particular commit operation, Y also has the tendency of being
changed in that commit.
Support and Confidence. As defined by Zimmermann et al. [114], support is the number of commits
in which an entity or a group of entities changed together. The support of an association rule is determined
in the following way.
support(X => Y ) = support(X,Y ) (4.1)
Here, (X,Y ) is the union of X and Y , and so support(X => Y ) = support(Y => X). Confidence of an
association rule, X => Y , determines the probability that Y will change in a commit operation provided that
X changed in that commit operation. We determine the confidence of X => Y in the following way.
confidence(X => Y ) = support(X,Y )/support(X) (4.2)
In our research, we derive association rules between datasets and modules from pipelines and investigate
those for providing suggestions regarding which intermediate state result from a pipeline under progress
should be stored.
4.3 Recommending intermediate stage results to store for reusing
Let us assume that a user is going to create the n-th pipeline in a scientific workflow management system
(SWfMS) as shown in Fig. 4.2. Let us further assume that during the creation of each of the previous n− 1
pipelines, our recommendation system (RISP) recommended particular intermediate state results to store.
Thus, we already have some stored results. The top left rectangle in Fig. 4.2 denotes these already stored
results. When the user attempts to create the n-th pipeline, our recommendation system observes which
dataset she is going to use and determines whether there are any stored intermediate state results using
this dataset. These results are shown to the user so that she can decide whether she wants to reuse any
of these already stored results. Let us assume that the user completes her pipeline with or without using
the already stored intermediate state results. Just after she completes her pipeline (i.e., the n-th pipeline),
our recommendation system determines all the distinct association rules from all the n pipelines (i.e., n− 1
previous pipelines and the n-th pipeline that the user is going to execute), calculates their supports and
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Figure 4.2: Our proposed technique for suggesting intermediate state results to store for future reuse
confidences, and analyzes these support and confidence values for recommending which of the intermediate
state results from the newly created pipeline (i.e., n-th pipeline) should be stored. On the basis of this
recommendation, one intermediate state result from the n-th pipeline might be stored if that was not stored
previously. In this way, when a user attempts to create a new pipeline in SWfMS, our recommendation
technique performs the following two tasks:
• Recommending a number of already stored intermediate stage results to the user so that she can reuse
it.
• Recommending an intermediate stage result for storing from the pipeline she created by analyzing
association rules from the pipelines in the history.
4.3.1 Determining association rules from pipelines
We derive association rules among datasets and modules by analyzing existing pipelines in the following
way. Let us consider the first pipeline in Fig. 4.1. It consists of four modules (M1, M2, M3, and M4)
that sequentially work on the dataset D1. The results generated from each of these modules except M4 are
intermediate state results. The result that we obtain from M4 is the final result from the pipeline. It is
possible to store results from each of these four modules. If we store result from a particular module, then
it might discard the necessity of executing any previous modules including that particular one whenever a
user needs to execute a similar pipeline in the future with the same dataset. For example, if we store the
result obtained from module M3, then for executing the possible pipeline (D1→M1→M2→M3→M7) in
the future, a user does not need to execute the first three modules. He can just reuse the previously stored
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result from module M3 and can only execute module M7 on the stored result.
We determine association rules from a pipeline on the basis of how many results can be stored from it. For
example, from the first pipeline in Fig. 4.1, we determine the following four association rules: (1) D1=>M1,
(2) D1=>[M1, M2], (3) D1=>[M1, M2, M3], and (4) D1=>[M1, M2, M3, M4]. For the first rule, D1 is
the antecedent and M1 is the consequent. For the second rule, the consequent is the module sequence
(M1, M2). An association rule, for example the second one, means that if a user attempts to make a pipeline
using the dataset D1 in the future, then he has a possibility of applying the modules M1 and M2 sequentially
on D1 as the first two modules. From all four pipelines in Fig. 4.1, we get ten distinct association rules:
(1) D1=>M1, (2) D1=>[M1, M2], (3) D1=>[M1, M2, M3], (4) D1=>[M1, M2, M3, M4], (5) D2=>M2, (6)
D2=>[M2, M5], (7) D2=>[M2, M5, M8], (8) D1=>[M1, M2, M3, M6], (9) D1=>[M1, M2, M7], and (10)
D1=>[M1, M2, M7, M8].
4.3.2 Determining the supports and confidences of the association rules ob-
tained from the pipelines
After determining all the distinct association rules from all the pipelines, we determine the support and
confidence of each of the rules. For example, we will now determine the support and confidence of the
association rule D1=>M1.
Support of an association rule. Support of an association is the number of times it can be generated
from the pipelines. The support of the association rule, D1=>M1, is 3 because, from all the four pipelines
in Fig. 4.1, we can generate this association rule three times (i.e., from the first, third, and fourth pipelines).
In the same way, the supports of the association rules, D1=>[M1, M2] and D1=>[M1, M2, M3], are 3 and
2 respectively. We express the support of an association rule formally in the following way.
support(D1 => M1) = 3 (4.3)
Confidence of an association rule. We determine the confidence of the association rule D1=>M1 in
the following way from its support value:




Here, support(D1) is the number of times D1 was used in the pipelines. Thus, support (D1) = 3, because
D1 was used in three pipelines according to Fig. 4.1. Finally, confidence (D1=>M1) = 3/3 = 1. The highest
confidence of an association rule is 1. Such a confidence for the association rule D1=>M1 implies that if
some one attempts to make a pipeline in the future using the dataset D1, then there is a high probability that
he will choose M1 as the first module in the pipeline. The confidence of the association rule D1=>[M1, M2,
M3] is 0.66 (confidence(D1=>[M1, M2, M3]) = support(D1=>[M1, M2, M3])/support(D1) = 2/3). Thus, if
a user attempts to build a pipeline in the future using the dataset D1, then there is a little probability (0.66)
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that he will use M1, M2, and M3 respectively as the first three modules in his pipeline.
4.3.3 Recommending an intermediate state result for storing
In Fig. 4.1, we see that the fourth pipeline is the one that is going to be executed (under progress). For
recommending which intermediate state result should be stored from this pipeline, we sort the association
rules made from this pipeline on the basis of their confidence values and determine the highest confidence
rules. For example, from the fourth pipeline in Fig. 4.1 we get four association rules: D1=>M1, D1=>[M1,
M2], D1=>[M1, M2, M7], and D1=>[M1, M2, M7, M8] with confidences 1, 1, 0.33, and 0.33 respectively.
The highest confidence rules are D1=>M1, D1=>[M1, M2]. We select the longest of these highest confidence
rules for making suggestion because it helps us skip the highest number of modules. Thus, from the fourth
pipeline, we recommend to store the result obtained from module M2.
4.4 Experiment Setup
For conducting our experiment, we downloaded 508 workflows from Galaxy public server [1] at usegalaxy.org.
These workflows were created and executed on the SWfMS of Galaxy during the time between February,
2010 and August, 2018. The downloaded workflows were text-based files with a specific JSON format.
We automatically retrieved the module execution sequence and dataset details of each workflow from its
corresponding file using our implementation. The workflows were executed mostly for investigations related
to bioinformatics with biological datasets as the inputs. We applied our recommendation technique (RISP)
on these workflows to investigate how efficiently it can recommend intermediate state results for storing so
that the results can be reused in the future. Section 4.5.3 describes our investigation.
We also integrated our proposed technique with the SWfMS in the Plant Phenotyping and Imaging
Research Center called P2IRC in USASK. This SWfMS runs on an OpenStack based Spark-Hadoop cluster
having 6 nodes, 40 cores, and 40 GB RAM. It is frequently used for making pipelines to analyze and investigate
large volumes of image data. The image data is stored in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) of
the cluster. For investigating how much gain in execution time can be achieved by storing intermediate state
results according to the suggestions provided by our proposed technique, we first integrated our technique
(RISP) with the SWfMS, and then executed 32 image processing pipelines. The input dataset of each of
these 32 pipelines consists of 4000 to 10000 images. The pipelines were created for different purposes such as
image segmentation, image registration, counting the number of flowers, and image clustering. The Canola
datasets (4KCanola, 10KCanola) of the P2IRC project of USASK were used as inputs for the pipelines. The
findings of our investigation regarding execution time gain will be described in Section 4.5.4.
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4.5 Evaluating our proposed technique
4.5.1 Candidate techniques for comparison
We compared our proposed technique (RISP) with three other candidate recommendation techniques by doing
investigation on 508 pipelines that we downloaded from Galaxy public server [1]. All four recommendation
techniques (including our proposed one) are listed below.
• PT (Proposed Technique-RISP): RISP recommends storing intermediate state results indicated by the
association rules with highest confidence.
• TSAR (Technique that recommends Storing All Results): This second technique recommends storing
each of the intermediate state results of each of the pipelines.
• TSPAR (Technique that recommends Storing Previously Appeared Results): The third technique
recommends storing those intermediate state results that were produced previously at least once.
• TSFR (Technique that recommends Storing the Final Result): This technique recommends storing the
final result (output) from a pipeline.
The following paragraphs describe how we evaluate these techniques for making a comparison among
them.
Procedure of investigation using PT (Proposed technique). For evaluating this technique, we
analyze each of the pipelines in the history serially beginning from the first one. While examining the n-th
pipeline, we analyze our technique’s recommendation capability in the following way.
First, we apply our technique to determine which intermediate state results might have already been
stored if our technique was integrated with the SWfMS from the very beginning of the history. For this
purpose, our system analyzes association rules from the previous n-1 pipelines. If we see that any of the
intermediate state results of the n-th pipeline have already been stored previously, then we can reuse that
intermediate state result in this n-th pipeline, and also, we realize that our system previously took a correct
decision regarding storing those intermediate state results.
After completing the first step, we make association rules from this n-th pipeline and determine their
supports and confidences by dealing with the association rules from the previous n− 1 pipelines. We select
the highest confidence rule(s) from the n-th pipeline and assume that we have stored the intermediate state
result denoted by the longest of these highest confidence rules. In this way, we examine all the pipelines in
the history and determine the number of cases where we could reuse previously stored intermediate state
results if we could use our proposed technique.
Procedure of investigation using TSAR (Technique that recommends Storing All Results).
By applying this second technique we analyze the pipelines from the very beginning one serially. When
analyzing the n-th pipeline, we first check the database to see if any of the stored intermediate state results
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can be useful for skipping some processing modules in the pipeline. If several results are available, then the
result that helps us skip the highest number of processing modules is used. After executing the pipeline, we
store each of its intermediate state results in the database. If a particular result is already in the database,
we do not need to store it again.
Procedure of investigation using TSPAR (Technique that recommends Storing Previously
Appeared Results). The third candidate technique is a variant of our proposed technique. While our
proposed technique depends on the confidence values of the association rules for deciding which of the
intermediate state results should be stored from the pipeline under progress, the third technique solely
depends on the support values of the association rules. When analyzing the n-th pipeline, this technique first
checks which of the already stored intermediate state results can be the most appropriate one for reusing for
this pipeline. Then, it determines the association rules from the pipeline. It identifies which of the rules have
a support of at least one in the previous usage history (i.e., first n − 1 pipelines). The intermediate state
result indicated by the longest one of these association rules is considered for storing.
Procedure of investigation using TSFR (Technique that recommends Storing the Final Re-
sult). The fourth technique stores the final outcome of each of the pipelines. Thus, if the same pipeline is
attempted to be re-executed in the future, then we can just reuse the result from the first execution. We do
not need to again execute any module in the pipeline. We consider such a technique for comparison because
we wanted to understand how often the same pipelines get executed.
4.5.2 Investigated measures
We calculate four measures for our investigation for each of the candidate systems. The measures and their
calculation mechanisms have been discussed below.
• LR (Likeliness of Reusing from previously stored results). This measure determines how often we
can reuse intermediate state results that can be stored according to the suggestions from a candidate
system.
• PSRR (Percentage of Stored Results that were Reused). The second measure determines what percent-
age of the intermediate state results that can be stored according to the suggestions from a candidate
recommendation technique can be reused in future.
• FRSR (Frequency of Reusing Stored Results). This measure determines how many times a stored
intermediate state result was reused on an average.
• PISRS (Percentage of Intermediate State Results that were Stored). This measure calculates what
percentage of the intermediate state results were stored for reusing according to the suggestions from
a candidate recommendation technique.
Calculation mechanism for LR. By sequentially analyzing all the pipelines from the history, we determine
two quantities: (1) the total number of pipelines that we have analyzed, (2) the number of pipelines for which
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we could reuse previously stored intermediate state results. From these quantities we calculate LR using the
following equation.
LR =
Number of pipelines for which we
could reuse previously stored results
Total number of pipelines
× 100 (4.5)
Calculation mechanism for PSRR. If we see that only a very small percentage of the previously stored
results get reused (most of the stored results remain unused) during creating pipelines, then the corresponding
recommendation mechanism should not be considered as an efficient one. Thus, when comparing the effi-
ciencies of the candidate recommendation mechanisms, we should also focus on the second measure (PSRR).
It determines what percentage of the stored results get reused during creating pipelines. By examining all
the pipelines in the history we determine two quantities: (1) the total number of intermediate state results
that were stored by a candidate mechanism and (2) the number of intermediate state results that could be
reused. We then calculate PSRR by the following equation.
PSRR =
No. of reused results
No. of stored results
× 100 (4.6)
Calculation mechanism for FRSR. The measure FRSR (Frequency of Reusing Stored Results) focuses
on how many times a previously stored result was used during creating pipelines. If it is observed that
the intermediate state results stored according to the recommendation from a candidate technique were
used rarely during creating pipelines, then the technique should not be regarded as an efficient one. For
calculating FRSR, we determine two quantities by examining the entire set of pipelines: (1) the total number
of intermediate state results that were stored from the recommendations of a candidate technique and (2)
the total number of times the stored results were used for making pipelines. We then calculate this measure
according to the following equation.
FRSR =
No. of times stored results were reused
No. of stored results
(4.7)
Calculation mechanism for PISRS. The measure PISRS (Percentage of Intermediate State Results
that were Stored) calculates what percentage of the intermediate state results that were produced during the
execution of the entire set of pipelines were stored according to the recommendation of a candidate technique.
A candidate technique that stores comparatively less number of results than other techniques but ensures
higher re-usability should be considered an efficient one. For measuring PISRS, we examine the whole set
of pipelines and determine the following two quantities for each recommendation technique: (1) the total
number of possible intermediate states (including the final states), (2) the total number of intermediate state
results that were stored. We then calculate PISRS using the following equation.
PISRS =
No. of stored results
No. of intermediate states
× 100 (4.8)
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LR (% of pipelines that could be made by reusing previ-
ously stored intermediate state results)
Figure 4.3: Comparing the candidate techniques according to the percentage of pipelines that could
be made by reusing previously stored results.
4.5.3 Comparing the candidate recommendation techniques on the basis of the
measures
The following paragraphs compare the four candidate techniques (PT, TSAR, TSPAR, and TSFR) on the
basis of the four measures (LR, PSRR, FRSR, and PISRS).
Comparison regarding LR (Likeliness of Reusing from previously stored results) For each
candidate technique, Fig. 4.3 shows the percentages of pipelines such that while building those pipelines we
could reuse previously stored intermediate state results. We can see that for the second candidate technique
(TSAR), the percentage of pipelines (61.81%) that could be built using previously stored results is the highest
among the four techniques. However, to achieve this percentage, we need to store all 7165 intermediate state
results from 508 workflows (as indicated in Table 4.1), and a SWfMS can face a huge storage overhead for
storing such a big amount of results. For our proposed technique (PT), the likeliness of reusing from stored
results is around 51.97%. Although this percentage is smaller compared to TSAR, we can achieve this by
storing only 49 intermediate state results. We also see that the percentage regarding our proposed technique
is higher than the percentages regarding the third and fourth candidate techniques. From Table 4.1 we
see that the third and fourth techniques suggest storing 159 and 457 intermediate state results respectively.
Thus, even by storing a considerably smaller number of intermediate state results, our technique ensures a
higher likeliness of reusing.
Comparison regarding PSRR (Percentage of Stored Results that were Reused) Fig. 4.4 makes
a comparison among the candidate techniques by considering the PSRR measure. We see that the PSRR
value regarding our proposed technique (PT) is the highest among all the techniques. The second candidate
technique TSAR (that saves all the results) exhibits the lowest value (2.19%). Thus, only 2.19% of the
intermediate state results stored according to the suggestion from TSAR can be reused. The remaining
97.81% of the stored results (i.e., around 7008 of the 7165 stored results) stay unused. Finally, our proposed
technique ensures the highest reuse of stored results.
Comparison regarding FRSR (Frequency of Reusing Stored Results). Fig. 4.5 illustrates how
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PSRR (% of saved data that could be reused from prvi-
ously stored intermediate state results)
Figure 4.4: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the percentage of saved data that
could be reused from previously stored results





FRSR (Frequency of reusing previously stored intermediate
state results)
Figure 4.5: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the frequency of reusing previously
stored intermediate state results
frequently the intermediate state results stored according to the suggestion from a candidate technique get
reused during making pipelines. From the figure we again realize that our proposed technique (PT) exhibits
the highest reuse frequency (5.39) among all four techniques. Finally, our comparison in Fig. 4.5 establishes
our proposed technique to be the best one.
Comparison regarding PISRS (Percentage of Intermediate State Results that were Stored)
Fig. 4.6 compares the candidate techniques on the basis of the PISRS measure. According to our definition
of PISRS, the technique with the lowest PISRS value should be regarded as the most efficient one. Fig.
4.6 shows that our proposed technique (PT) suggests storing the smallest percentage (0.68%) of all 7165
intermediate state results. According to Table 4.1, this percentage (0.68%) indicates storing of 49 results
only. The percentage regarding candidate technique TSAR is 100% because it recommends storing all 7165
results. The PISRS value for each of the other two techniques is higher compared to our proposed technique.
Thus, even according to this last measure (PISRS) our proposed technique performs the best.
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PISRS (% of intermediate state results that were saved
from total generated intermediate states)
Figure 4.6: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the percentage of intermediate state
results that were saved from all intermediate states
Figure 4.7: Calculation of execution time gain
4.5.4 Considering module execution time for evaluating our proposed recom-
mendation technique
Execution times of the processing modules in a pipeline should be considered important when making deci-
sions about which intermediate state results we should store from a pipeline. We consider module execution
time to evaluate our proposed technique in the following way.
Let us consider the pipeline in Fig. 4.7. A recommendation technique recommends to store the result
obtained from module M2. Let us assume that T1 is the time which is required to execute M1 and M2 and
store results from M2 to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). T2 is the time to retrieve the result of
M2 from HDFS. Now, only if T1 is greater than T2, then storing the result from M2 is beneficial. Eq. 4.9
calculates the execution time gain in this case.
Execution T ime Gain = T1− T2 (4.9)
We consider this timing factor for determining whether storing an intermediate state result from a pipeline
according to the suggestion from our technique is beneficial.
Our investigation regarding module execution time. For conducting this investigation, we executed
32 pipelines in the scientific workflow management system (SWfMS) of a plant phenotyping based image
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Figure 4.8: Execution time gain for different pipelines by reusing previously stored intermediate state
results according to our proposed technique
research center (P2IRC). This SWfMS runs on a parallel and distributed environment empowered by a
SPARK-Hadoop cluster consisting of 6 nodes, 40 cores and 40GB RAM. While executing the 32 pipelines,
we recorded the following three things from each pipeline: (1) The time that was needed to execute each
of the modules in the pipeline, (2) The time that was needed to store the output from a particular module
in the HDFS. (3) The time that was needed to retrieve the previously stored output of a particular module
from the HDFS.
We apply our recommendation mechanism on the 32 pipelines that we executed on the SWfMS and
determine which modules could be skipped from which pipelines if we stored the intermediate state results
according to the suggestions from our recommendation technique. We finally determine the possible gain in
execution time if we could reuse previously stored results.
Fig. 4.8 shows the execution time gain (in seconds) calculated using Eq. 4.9 for each of the 32 pipelines.
For the first few pipelines, we did not have a gain in execution time because while creating these pipelines
there were no stored results for reusing. However, for the remaining ones, we often got a considerable gain.
After executing all 32 pipelines by reusing results stored according to our proposed technique’s suggestions,
we can have a total gain of 17720 seconds (4 hours 55 minutes and 20 seconds).
We also calculated time for executing these 32 pipelines without reusing stored results and found that
23865 seconds were required for executing all pipelines. However, if we reuse the results stored according to
the suggestions from our proposed technique, we can execute all the pipelines in only 6145 seconds (i.e., we
can save 17720 seconds). In other words, we can save around 74% of total execution time by reusing results.
Thus, our proposed technique can help us achieve a considerable gain in execution time.
4.6 Threats to Validity
We analyzed 540 (508 pipelines from Galaxy public server [1] and 32 pipelines from the SWfMS of P2IRC)
pipelines in our experiment for analyzing our proposed technique’s efficiency in making suggestions. While
a higher number of pipelines could make our findings more generalized, we see that our technique exhibits
efficient performance on pipelines from two different workflow management systems. Thus, we believe that our
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findings cannot be attributed to chance. Our proposed technique can be considered an important contribution
towards managing pipelines.
4.7 Related Work
A great many studies [62] [111] [105] [25] [26] [42] [39] [98] have been conducted on analyzing, reproducing,
linking, visualizing, and managing workflows in a scientific workflow management system. We discuss these
studies in the following paragraphs.
Woodman et al. [100] proposed an algorithm for determining which subset of the intermediate state results
from a pipeline can be stored with the lowest cost. While their study solely focuses on storage cost, our study
is fundamentally different because we focus on the re-usability of stored results. We apply association rule
mining technique for identifying which intermediate state results should be stored so that they can be reused
for making pipelines in future.
Yuan et al. [106] proposed an algorithm for determining which set of intermediate state results can be
stored with the minimum cost. Our study is different because we focus on the maximum reuse of the stored
results. We propose a technique on the basis of association rule mining for determining which intermediate
state results from workflows should be stored for future reuse.
Koop et al. [48] proposed a technique for automatically completing a pipeline under progress by analyzing
pipeline execution history. While their technique focuses on identifying which processing modules could be
added after an anchor module in a partially completed pipeline, our study has a completely different focus.
We propose a technique for identifying which of the intermediate state results from a pipeline should be
stored for reusing.
Many studies [18] [109] [87] have investigated the possibility of discovering and reusing services and
workflows in a SWfMS. Our study is fundamentally different than those studies because we do not aim to
help users in building pipelines. We identify which of the intermediate state results from a pipeline under
progress should be stored for reuse.
From our above discussion, it is clear that none of the existing studies investigated recommending inter-
mediate state results from a pipeline for storing so that the stored result can be reused in the future. To
the best of our knowledge, our study is the first attempt towards such a recommendation. Our in-depth
investigation on a good number of workflows indicates that our proposed technique can efficiently suggest
which intermediate state result from a workflow should be stored for reusing.
4.8 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we propose and investigate a novel technique (RISP) for suggesting which intermediate state
result from a pipeline under progress should be considered for storing so that the result can be reused in the
future. For making suggestions, our technique mines association rules from the already executed pipelines in
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the history and analyzes their support and confidence measures. We analyze the efficiency of our technique
by applying it on 508 workflows downloaded from Galaxy public server. According to our investigation, our
proposed technique can efficiently suggest which intermediate state result from a pipeline under progress
should be stored for reusing. The 508 workflows that we investigated had 7165 intermediate state results in
total. However, our recommendation technique suggests storing only 49 of these results. We find that these
49 results can be reused for building around 51% of the entire pipelines. Moreover, the intermediate state
results stored according to the suggestions from our technique exhibit a high reuse frequency.
We also apply our technique on the scientific workflow management system (SWfMS) in a plant phe-
notyping based image research center (P2IRC) for investigating how much gain in execution time can be
achieved by reusing the stored results. From our investigation on 32 workflows that we executed on the
SWfMS we find that by reusing previously stored results we can save around 74% of the execution time
that would be required if we did not reuse previously stored results. Findings from our research make us
realize that our proposed recommendation technique (RISP) has the potential to significantly improve the
performance of Big-Data systems by suggesting appropriate reuse of the intermediate state results from the
scientific workflows.
Although the automation of the data storing and recommendation can be achieved by the execution
sequences of workflows, consideration of the states of the tools in RISP can give user proper recommendation
with more user control in a SWfMS.In the next chapter, we have discussed how RISP works with the states
of tools in a SWfMS.
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Table 4.1: Workflow information for the comparison
Description of calculated measures PT TSAR TSPAR TSFR
Number of investigated pipelines considering each candi-
date technique
508 508 508 508
Number of pipelines for which we could reuse previously
stored data
264 314 261 70
Number of intermediate state results that were saved ac-
cording to the suggestion from a candidate technique
49 7165 159 457
PT = Proposed Technique TSAR = Technique that Recommends Storing All intermediate Results
TSPAR = Technique that Recommends Storing Previously Appeared Results TSFR = Technique that Recommends Storing the Final Result
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5 Optimal Storing Modes of Workflow in A
Scientific Workflow Management System
Considering Tool State
In a Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS) workflows are frequently built for processing large
datasets using a sequence of processes. The processing modules through which a job passes from initiation to
completion need to be configured and tuned with parameters in their composition and execution. Configuring
and tuning parameters in a workflow can have a significant impact on certain types of model that can change
the states of processes (i. e. modules). Different outputs might be produced for a sequence of modules with
identical input datasets in different workflows for a different set of parameter configuration. Composing a
lengthy workflow manually for a desired investigation where constituent processing modules might often be
computationally expensive for their current states and datasets could be burdensome to SWfMS users. In
this circumstance, proper management of data to reuse intermediate stage results generated by previously
executed workflows would be beneficial to assist both composition and computation of a current workflow in
a SWfMS. In our previous work, we propose a novel technique known as RISP(Recommending Intermediate
States from Pipelines) based on association rule mining for suggesting which intermediate stage results from
a workflow that a user is going to execute should be stored for reusing in the future. In this chapter, an
extended version of the technique is presented to include module states of workflows for both recommending
and storing phase. Using the extended version, around 40% of the entire workflows can be created by reusing
results suggested by our technique.
5.1 Motivation
As a framework a Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS) offers the means to completely prepare,
manage, monitor, and execute a scientific experiment in terms of sequentially organized and inter-dependent
modules. Our research in this chapter deals with the sequential modules (i.e., workflows) in Scientific Work-
flow Management Systems. Optimizations in such SWfMSs are essential for investigating on large datasets to
improve system efficiency and increase productivity. Big data analytics with a large volume of heterogeneous
data and tools in a SWfMS must be considered with a cost reduction technique as a single module can gen-
erate multiple outputs, and workflow can have a large number of data and intermediate data. Workflows are
frequently built and used to process large datasets, which can gradually increase data volume in a system.
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For this Big Data Velocity characteristics, incremental data from workflows need to be handled with an
automatic recommendation technique for proper resource utilization.
In a SWfMS, users can manually build their workflows by selecting and sequentially adding processing
modules from a finite set of modules available in the SWfMS for performing their desired investigations.
Each workflow or pipeline works on particular input datasets provided by a user. The processing modules
in a workflow are ordered in such a way that the output produced by a particular intermediate module can
be used as input by the next module in the workflow. A particular module in a workflow could work in
a different way than the same module in other workflows for parameter configuration and tuning. Thus, a
specific module in different workflows can generate different outputs from identical inputs. The output that
we obtain from the last module is considered the final output from a workflow. Users often create workflows
for processing large datasets. The intermediate state results produced by the modules in such workflows can
also be very large. Moreover, each of the processing modules might require a considerable amount of time
for data processing. In such a situation, it would be beneficial if a user could reuse results produced by
previously executed workflows when the user plans to execute a workflow on the same dataset.
In order to provide automatic support for reusing results from previously executed workflows, we need to
have a mechanism for determining which of the intermediate state results obtained from a particular workflow
have a high possibility of being reused in the future. In our research presented in the previous chapter 4, we
proposed such a mechanism (i.e., technique) which we call RISP (Recommending Intermediate States from
Pipelines). RISP provides suggestions for storing intermediate state results by analyzing association rules
between data and processing modules from the pipelines in history. To the best of our knowledge, RISP is
the first one to investigate providing suggestions for storing intermediate state results from pipelines.
Previous studies considered storing all intermediate state results from pipelines. While storing all in-
termediate state results is good for provenance, it is not suitable from the perspective of reusability and
resource utilization. To store all intermediate state results from all pipelines, we need a significant amount
of storage space. As new pipelines will be created, the size of the stored results will continuously increase.
Also, it might be seen that many of the stored intermediate state results are not being reused at all. On
the other hand, if we do not store any of the intermediate state results, we might need to build and execute
the same workflows again and again. This might have a significant negative impact on the efficiency when
the processing modules in the workflows are time-consuming. In this situation, our proposed technique,
RISP, can be useful. But matching of parameters and their values of each module while building a current
workflow with previous parameters and values of modules of workflows need to be considered for the proper
recommendation. RISP suggests intermediate state results for storing by analyzing their reuse possibility
through mining association rules and this study presents an extended version of the RISP considering the
states of modules. The following example will explain our idea.
Let us assume that a SWfMS without any mechanism for storing intermediate state results has been
used three times for executing three workflows, as shown in Fig. 5.1. A user is now going to execute the
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Figure 5.1: Automatically suggesting intermediate state results for storing from a workflow under
progress.
fourth workflow. In such a situation, if we integrate RISP with this SWfMS, then it will suggest storing the
result that will be obtained from the module, M2, of the fourth workflow. The reason behind making this
suggestion is that the dataset D1 that is going to be processed in the fourth workflow was also processed in
the first and third workflows and the modules M1 and M2 were executed serially in both of these workflows.
In this situation, one might also think that RISP will suggest storing the outcome of M3 as the sequence M1,
M2, and M3 also executed serially in first and third workflows. But, the M3 module in the fourth workflow
runs with different parameter configuration set C3’, which is different from the previously executed sequence
configuration sets. So, the extended version will only suggest for the outcome of M2 by satisfying the common
parameters configuration. Thus, there is a high possibility that when a user attempts to create a workflow
in the future using dataset D1, the user will first apply the two modules M1 and M2 serially on D1 including
the same parameter configuration sets (i.e., C1 and C2). Moreover, when executing the fourth workflow, if
the result from M2 is stored in the system, then in the future when a user attempts to create a workflow
using dataset D1, Extended version of the RISP will notify the user about the presence of the result(s) with
parameter matching information that was stored from the fourth workflow.
We implement our extended version of RISP, as a prototype tool and apply it on hundreds of pipelines
created and used by the researchers and users in two scientific workflow management systems. We have the
following findings:
(1) By analyzing association rules from the previously executed pipelines and considering module state,
the extended version of the RISP can automatically suggest which intermediate state results from a pipeline
under progress should be stored for future reuse.
(2) The intermediate state results that can be stored according to the suggestions from our technique
have a high frequency of being reused. The 534 pipelines that we investigated had 8510 possible intermediate
state results. However, our technique suggests storing only 61 of these. Each of these 61 results can be reused
3 times on an average. The stored results can be reused for creating and executing around 40% of the entire
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set of pipelines.
Our findings indicate that our proposed technique (RISP) can significantly improve the performance of
Big-Data systems through appropriate reuse of the intermediate state results from the workflows.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 defines and describes association rules, Section
5.3 describes our experiment setup, Section 5.4 compares our proposed technique with three other techniques
in suggesting intermediate state results to store, Finally Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Background
Association rules are conditional statements that assist to determine the probability of connections among
items in a large set. Association rules have been used in many research areas for discovering correlations and
can be defined in the following way.
An association rule is consist of two parts: antecedent (i.e., if) and consequent (i.e., then). The antecedent
is an item of the previous history, and consequent is an item that comes with the antecedent.
Support is an indication of how frequently the rules appear in the history.
Consequent indicates the probability of the rules by the support of the antecedent.
Here, (X,Y ) is the union of X and Y , and so support(X => Y ) = support(Y => X). Confidence of an
association rule, X => Y , determines the probability that Y will change in a commit operation provided that
X changed in that commit operation. So the confidence of X => Y can be determined in the following way.
In our technique RISP, we derive association rules between datasets and modules from pipelines and
investigate those for providing suggestions regarding which intermediate state result from a workflow under
progress should be stored.
5.3 Experiment Setup
For our experimental analysis, we considered 534 workflows from Galaxy public server at usegalaxy.org and
these workflows were JSON formatted text-based files. We parsed the dataset details and module execution
sequence with their tool state information from each pipeline using our own implementation. We applied
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our recommendation technique (adaptive RISP) on these workflows to investigate how efficiently it can
recommend intermediate state results for storing so that the results can be reused in the future. Section 5.4.3
describes the experimental results with comparison.
5.4 Evaluating our proposed technique
5.4.1 Candidate techniques for comparison
For evaluation, we compared our proposed adaptive RISP technique with three other candidate recommen-
dation techniques. All recommendation techniques (including our proposed one) are listed below; these
techniques are introduced in our previous chapter 4 with detail descriptions.
PT (Proposed technique). The proposed adaptive RISP technique gradually examines each of the
pipelines and recommends storing the intermediate state results based on the highest confidence value, which
is calculated by the association rules. During the n-th pipeline execution, all possible sequences of the
pipeline have been matched with previously-stored sequences of n−1 pipelines, then after parameter matching
previously-stored results can be reused for the n-th pipeline that ensures to skip some module executions.
TSAR (Technique that recommends Storing All Results). This technique also analyzes all possible
subsequences of a workflow serially and recommends storing all the intermediate state results of each of the
subsequence. While investigating the n-th pipeline, the technique checks previously-stored data by matching
subsequences for recommending intermediate data. If the subsequences are matched with configuration
values, then the system can reuse the existing data. Otherwise, the technique recommends storing the result
of the sequence after execution. Though, this technique helps to skip the highest number of processing
modules because it saves all possible intermediate state results, but require huge storage space to store all of
the intermediate data.
TSPAR (Technique that recommends Storing Previously Appeared Results). The third tech-
nique recommends storing those intermediate state results of subsequences, which were executed at least one
time in history. That means this technique considers storing the intermediate state result depends on the
support values of the association rules. This is a variant of our proposed method.
TSFR (Technique that recommends Storing the Final Result). This last technique recommends
storing only the ultimate outcome of a pipeline. Thus, if the same pipeline is attempted for execution in the
future, then this technique can help to skip the whole execution time and reuse the output. This technique
is considered only for comparison because it helps to understand how often the same pipelines get executed.
5.4.2 Investigated measures
For comparing among the techniques, we take into acoount four measures such as Likeliness of Reusing from
previously-stored results (LR), Percentage of Stored Results that were Reused (PSRR), Frequency of Reusing
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Stored Results (FRSR), Percentage of Intermediate State Results that were Stored (PISRS). The calculation
mechanisms of these measures have been discussed below.
LR Calculation. To compare the performance, we measure how frequently an SWfMS can reuse inter-
mediate state results that are stored according to the suggestions from a candidate system. By sequentially
analyzing all the downloaded pipelines, we calculate the total number of pipelines that we have analyzed, and
the number of pipelines for which we could reuse previously-stored intermediate state results. From these
quantities, we determine LR using the following equation.
LR =
Number of pipelines for which we
could reuse previously stored results
Total number of pipelines
× 100 (5.1)
PSRR Calculation. Here we calculate what percentages of intermediate state result user can reuse
in the future based on the quantity of the stored data of a candidate recommendation technique. This
measurement is essential to consider because, if a little percentage of the stored result get reused during
pipeline formation, that means remain portion of the data is unused with a considerable amount of storage
cost. For Calculating PSRR, we determine the total number of intermediate state results that were stored
by a candidate mechanism and, the number of intermediate state results that could be reused. We then
calculate PSRR by the following equation.
PSRR =
No. of reused results
No. of stored results
× 100 (5.2)
FRSR Calculation. This measure focuses on average how several times a saved intermediate state
result was reused during workflow creation. If the stored intermediate state results used hardly according
to the recommendation from a candidate technique, then the method should not be considered as a suitable
process. For calculating FRSR, we determine the total number of intermediate state results that were stored
and, the total number of times the stored results were used for creating pipelines. We then calculate this
measure according to the following equation.
FRSR =
No. of times stored results were reused
No. of stored results
(5.3)
Calculation mechanism for PISRS Calculation. This measure calculates the percentage of the
intermediate state results were stored for reuse while executing the pipeline according to the suggestions
from a candidate recommendation technique. If the value of this measurement is comparatively low of any
technique, then that technique ensures cost-effectiveness, which is considered an efficient one. For measuring
PISRS, we examine the total number of possible intermediate states (including the final states), and the total
number of intermediate state results that were stored. We determine PISRS using the following equation.
PISRS =
No. of stored results
No. of intermediate states
× 100 (5.4)
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LR (% of pipelines that could be made by reusing previ-
ously stored intermediate state results)
Figure 5.2: Comparing the candidate techniques according to the percentage of pipelines that could
be made by reusing previously stored results.
5.4.3 Comparing the candidate recommendation techniques on the basis of the
measures
The following paragraphs compare the four candidate techniques (PT, TSAR, TSPAR, and TSFR) on the
basis of the four measures (LR, PSRR, FRSR, and PISRS).
Comparison regarding LR
From Fig. 5.2, we can see that the percentage of reusing from previously-stored intermediate state results
of our proposed technique (PT) is around 40%. However, the second candidate technique (TSAR) shows a
higher percentage than the PT, at 49%. According to Table 5.1, we can see that the PT method stores only
61 intermediate states result from 534 workflows where TSAR technique stores a high number of intermediate
state results, that is 7598. For that reason, a SWfMS with TSAR can encounter a storage overhead problem.
Besides, it is seen that (Fig. 5.2) the data usage percentage of our proposed technique is higher than the
other two recommending techniques, TSPAR and TSFR. Moreover, the third and fourth techniques suggest
storing 197 and 475 intermediate state results respectively (Table 5.1). Therefore, our technique ensures a
higher likeliness of reusing by storing a considerably smaller number of intermediate state results.
Comparison regarding PSRR In Figure 5.3, our proposed technique can reuse around 32% from
the stored intermediate states results, and it is the highest rate among the four technique. Besides, all
intermediate results storing process (TSAR) presents a small percentage (1.55%) value can be reused by
storing data, where most of the stored results will be unused. The other two techniques TSPAR (i.e., stores
if previously appeared at once) and TSFR (i.e., keeps the outcome only) exhibit the PSRR value is 28% and
4% respectively. Conclusively, with PSRR calculation, among the four technique, our proposed technique
ensures the highest reuse of stored results.
Comparison regarding FRSR Here we compare the value of how frequently the intermediate state
results stored according to the suggestion from a candidate technique get reused during the creation of
workflows. In figure 5.4, we realize that our proposed technique (PT) exhibits the highest reuse frequency
(i.e., around 3) among all four techniques. On the other hand, the other three techniques show reuse frequency
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PSRR (% of saved data that could be reused from prvi-
ously stored intermediate state results)
Figure 5.3: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the percentage of saved data that
could be reused from previously stored results




FRSR (Frequency of reusing previously stored intermediate
state results)
Figure 5.4: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the frequency of reusing previously
stored intermediate state results
below two times. Therefore, the matrics, FRSR, establishes the proposed method is an efficient one in terms
of frequent reusability.
Comparison regarding PISRS In the mesaures PISRS, we calculate the percentage of intermediate
state results that were stored for four techniques. According to the definition, if a technique has the lowest
PISRS value, that should be the most efficient one. In this experiment in Figure 4.6, our proposed technique
suggests storing only 61 results where total intermediate state result is 8510, so the PISRS value of PT is only
0.71%. The second technique TSAR stores total 7598 intermediate state result, so the percentage regarding
candidate technique TSAR is 89%. Furthermore, The PISRS value of the other two technique is higher
compared to our proposed technique. Therefore, in the last measure (i.e., PISRS), our proposed technique
also performs the best among all four candidate techniques.
5.5 Conclusion
In a SWfMS, users usually create workflows manually by selecting and sequentially adding processing modules
from a finite set of modules. This process of creating workflows is time-consuming, and computationally
expensive modules require a considerable amount of time in a workflow execution for accomplishing a desired
task. In our previous work, we proposed a recommendation technique RISP, which suggests storing the
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PISRS (% of intermediate state results that were saved
from total generated intermediate states)
Figure 5.5: Comparing the candidate techniques on the basis of the percentage of intermediate state
results that were saved from all intermediate states
intermediate state result in a SWfMS. In this work, by emphasizing parameter configurations and tuning
of modules, we consider an extended version of the technique. The technique is designed to make the
recommendation compatible in a SWfMS where a tool as a module is presented with its state instance.
By analyzing 534 workflows from Galaxy public server, we found that total 8510 intermediate state results
recommendation technique suggests storing only 61 of these results. Besides, the proposed technique can be
used to reuse data for around 40% of the entire workflows in a SWfMS with a high frequency of reusability.
Therefore, the proposed extended version of the RISP has a significant potential to improve the efficiency of
data management in a SWfMS even with the tool states of modules in workflows.
To test the effectiveness and efficiency of the RISP in a SWfMS we also conducted several performance
evaluations and user studies. Effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed technique RISP are discussed in
the next chapter.
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Table 5.1: Workflow information for the comparison
Description of calculated measures PT TSAR TSPAR TSFR
Number of investigated pipelines considering each candi-
date technique
534 534 534 534
Number of pipelines for which we could reuse previously
stored data
200 247 209 69
Number of intermediate state results that were saved ac-
cording to the suggestion from a candidate technique
61 7598 197 475
PT = Proposed Technique TSAR = Technique that Recommends Storing All intermediate Results
TSPAR = Technique that Recommends Storing Previously Appeared Results TSFR = Technique that Recommends Storing the Final Result
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6 Designing for Recommending Intermediate States
in A Scientific Workflow Management System
To process a large amount of data sequentially and systematically, proper management of workflow com-
ponents (i.e., modules, data, configurations, associations among ports and links) in a Scientific Workflow
Management System (SWfMS) is inevitable. Managing data with provenance information in a SWfMS to
support reusability of workflows, modules, and data is not a simple task. Handling such components is even
more burdensome for frequently assembled and executed complex workflows for investigating large datasets
with different technologies (i.e., various learning algorithms or models). However, a great many studies pro-
pose various techniques and technologies for managing and recommending services in a SWfMS, but only a
very few studies consider the management of data in a SWfMS for efficient storing and facilitating workflow
executions. Furthermore, there is no study to inquire about the effectiveness and efficiency of such data
management in a SWfMS from a user perspective. In this chapter, we present and evaluate an GUI version
of such a novel approach of intermediate data management with some use cases. The technique, we call
RISP (Recommending Intermediate States from Pipelines) can facilitate execution of workflows with stored
processed data and can thus reduce the computational time of some modules in SWfMS. For investigating
the effectiveness of the techniques in a SWfMS, storing and recommending scenarios of the techniques are
analyzed from a user viewpoint. We integrated RISP with an existing workflow management system called
SciWorCS. In SciWorCS, we also designed an interface using which users use for selecting the recommenda-
tion for intermediate states. We investigated GUI-RISP’s effectiveness from users perspectives along with
measuring its overhead in terms of storage and efficiency of workflow execution.
6.1 Motivation
In Big-data analytics when a large volume of heterogeneous data need to be processed with different tech-
nologies (i.e., various learning algorithms or models), proper data flow and module/service associations in
a SWfMS are crucial for efficiency. Users often assemble workflows manually in SWfMSs, where processing
modules are selected for the purpose of a particular task. Besides, users frequently run similar workflows by
changing only a few modules for finding suitable methodologies to investigate on a particular input dataset
[17]. In such frequently executed workflows, processing of large datasets eventually generates some computa-
tionally expensive modules in a workflow of a SWfMS. Investigating the same dataset with several workflows
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comprising of computationally expensive modules ultimately requires a long execution time. In such a situa-
tion, to experiment with new methodologies by changing only a few modules of a workflow could be a tedious
task. Since modules are reusable in different workflows, similarly consideration of reusable outcomes of the
modules in a SWfMS could be a solution for increasing the performance of a workflow execution.
However, improving the performance of a workflow by introducing reusability and storing all of the
generated data in a SWfMS is not a feasible solution as the generated data or intermediate data are also
large enough to increase the storing and storage cost dramatically. As well as storing all of the generated data
from a workflow can hamper the resource utilization in a SWfMS. In a workflow assembling process, where
different port and parameter configurations for different types of data and data flow are involved, a proper
decision-making scheme is necessary in the runtime to store, to support reusability, to introduce efficiency
and to manage storage cost of the heterogeneous data. Consequently, proper management of such data and
metadata (i.e., association information of module to data, module to module and module to configuration)
in a system of workflow processing is essential to facilitate the execution of workflows at low costs.
To introduce such data management in our previous work , we proposed a technique of automatic data rec-
ommendation for storing and retrieving intermediate data of workflows in a SWfMS. The proposed technique
in the study , with a data management scheme is intended to facilitate workflow assembling and executions,
and this study is designed to evaluate the technique in a real-world SWfMS from users perspectives. Fur-
thermore, a GUI(Graphical User Interface) version of the technique is considered in the SciWorCS system,
where users can have more control and choice to select intermediate data. Multiple intermediate data in a
SWfMS can be found for different states of a corresponding tool. Such as parameter configuration or tuning
in a tool can generate different intermediate states in different workflows. If we consider the tool states in
the association rules of the RISP by considering parameter matching, we can give more choices to users for
selecting intermediate states. More details of this GUI version have been discussed in Section 6.3.
Nowadays, SWfMSs are used to manage modules and data in a way that can facilitate building workflows
interactively for reducing configuration hassle. Modules are usually local script or web-services and most
of the SWfMSs support interactive drag and drop facilities to add such modules while building workflows
from a set of available modular tools. For a particular task, port linking, dataset importing, and parameter
configuring are also possible interactively to assemble sequential execution or build workflows as an acyclic
graph in a SWfMS. Besides, a SWfMS also coordinates processing scripts, datasets and resource allocations
in various steps of workflow execution to ensure dependencies of dataflow. For such systems, quantitative
analysis of performance is hard to measure, and only organizational performance by user evaluation can be
interpreted with use cases [75] [115]. Also, the effectiveness of a SWfMS and integration of a new methodology
in the SWfMS to increase efficiency could be assessed by user evaluation. Thus, in this study, we evaluate our
intermediate data recommendation technique in the SciWorCS system and assess the feasibilities in various
aspects of assembling and executing workflows.
The study is designed to demonstrate the integration synopsis of the GUI-RISP in the SciWorCS and
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evaluate the SWfMS with the data recommendation technique from user usage perspectives by executing
various types of workflows. We have the following findings:
1. By analyzing workflow assembling and executing log from our user study It can be illustrated that
the recommendation technique can help users to execute pipelines efficiently (e.g., 56% less user request, and
25% less time in workflow execution).
2. GUI-RISP can help users more while developing long, complex workflows (e. g., 150% more use in
intermediate data than the short workflows from the available intermediate data).
3. The GUI version of RISP in the SciworCS can give users more understandably to design workflows
with intermediate data to get more information and control from the web interface.
Our findings indicate that our proposed technique can significantly improve the performance and efficiency
of a SWfMS by reusing the intermediate states from previously executed workflows.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the related work, Section 6.3 presents
the architecture of our proposed technique , Section 6.3.2 defines and describes some basic terms related to
the study, Section 6.3.4 describes our experimental setup, Section 6.4 presents the user evaluations, Section
6.5 shows some future directions, Section 6.6 describes possible threats to validity, and finally, Section 6.7
concludes the chapter by mentioning our future direction.
6.2 Related Works
Most of the SWfMSs are implemented as a process-aware based information system where data management
is mostly neglected in terms of reuse for facilitating workflow execution. In this chapter, our study is mainly
focused on user evaluation of a data recommendation and management technique in a SWfMS. Existing
studies on recommendation, management and new technique evaluation for both data and processes in
SWfMSs are presented below in two sections to compare with our proposed technique.
6.2.1 Recommendations in SWfMSs
A number of studies [100] [106] [48] [37] [49] have been conducted on recommending and managing modules
and data in SWfMSs. We discuss these studies in the following paragraphs. Woodman et al. [100] proposed
an algorithm for determining which subset of the intermediate state results from a pipeline could be stored at
the lowest cost. Similarly, Yuan et al. [106] proposed an algorithm for determining which set of intermediate
state results could be stored at a minimum cost from a SWfMS. Koop et al. [48] proposed a technique
for automatically completing a pipeline under progress by analyzing pipeline execution history. Gil et al.
[37] used metadata in their technique to select an appropriate model for a particular dataset and to set up
modules’ parameters dynamically. Likewise, Leake et al. [49] demonstrated the use of semantic information
of provenance for suggesting services. Besides, many studies [18] [109] [87] have investigated the possibility of
discovering and reusing services and workflows in a SWfMS. While the above studies solely focus on storage
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cost of data or module recommendation, our study is fundamentally different because we focus on a re-
usability technique by recommending the storing of the outcomes of modules and in this study, we evaluate
the effectiveness of the technique. From the above inspection, it is also clear that none of the existing
studies investigated on intermediate state results for reuse in a SWfMS. In this study, we present the details
architecture and user evaluation of our recommendation technique of intermediate data storing and reusing
in a SWfMS. Additionally, use cases from different areas of workflow building are presented to evaluate the
proposed technique.
6.2.2 Case Studies, Technology Integrations and Evaluations
A great many studies have been done on Use-case analysis of system integration and architecture implemen-
tation in the domain of Scientific Workflow Management. Some of them are discussed here to understand
the effectiveness and evaluation process of a SWfMS. Wu et al. [102] illustrated a distributed WfMS’s im-
plementation with web services and emphasized on the quality of mapping schemes of service composing
algorithms for performance enhancement. Zheng et al. [113] analyzed the effects of Docker container for
workflows to make them compatible in various infrastructures and explored the possibilities of virtual con-
tainer management for low overhead in a SWfMS. Muniswamy-Reddy et al. [67] proposed a storage system
by considering low overhead in transactions where provenance traces are considered as metadata to provide
additional functionalities of a typical file system. Brown et al. [15] analyzed LIGO WfMS by integrating
techniques and technologies from various WfMSs. In their study of LIGO system, gravitational wave data
are used to explore future directions and usefulness of the techniques of different WfMSs in a single system.
Wang et al. [97] demonstrated the architecture of the distributed Kepler and explored its performance and
future directions for data-intensive tasks. Bahsi et al. [6] have analyzed different SWfMSs from the perspec-
tive of conditional-workflow-building process and stated that conditions could be managed in various ways
in different SWfMSs respect to their core implementations.
Gathering the facts from the above studies on evaluating and verifying the effectiveness of SWfMSs, in
this study, we also want to investigate the use cases of our technique in a SWfMS. As well as, we want to
observe the effectiveness of our technique in both workflow building and execution phases.
6.3 Risp in a SWfMS
Before going to present the experimental studies of our user usage log interpretation, in this section, we present
a brief overview of SciWorCS architecture with the integrated GUI version of RISP (RISP - Our developed
tool to assemble workflows with recommended reusable intermediate data). By Integrating RISP in the
SWfMS, scientific analysis can be done by a set of reusable modules and intermediate data. Intermediate
data could be preserved in the SciWorCS by different users from previously executed workflows. In SciWorCS,
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Figure 6.1: High level architecture of the SWfMS with RISP
environments by their implementation. As well as, datasets could be stored in a local file system or a
distributed file system (i.e., HDFS) for their purpose. RISP mainly works on background by getting some
control information from the web-based GUI. Figure 6.1 illustrates the high-level overview of the architecture
and the RISP integration of the SciWorCS. In the figure, major components and user activities are numbered
from 1 to 8 for clarifying the data flow in the SciWorCS while building a workflow by using the GUI-RISP.
6.3.1 System Overview
Reusable Module and Data
Workflows for scientific data analysis are often considered as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) [34] [73].
By considering intermediate data, a workflow can be presented as W = (D,M,E, ID,O), where M is
a set of process modules with n elements mi, (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and E is set of directed edges of data flow
eij = (mi,mj), (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i ∕= j) denoting the dependency and condition among modules and
datasets. D is the input data set, O is the output data set, and ID represents the set of outcomes of different
modules (i.e., intermediate data). Intermediate data sets (IDs) from various workflows are considered to be
managed with RISP for their incremental storage consumption. A module from a set M especially performs
a specific task (i. e., data preparation or feature extraction or model fitting or statistical analysis) in the
SWfMS (i.e., SciWorCS ). Computation scenario of such a module can be further customized with parameter
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settings of a specific configuration set C - where parameter configuration set is P , ci!C, (1 ≤ i ≤ P ). By using
a specific parameter set P , a module of set M might have in a different state from a state of the same module
in similar or dissimilar workflows. Hence a workflow module and intermediate data can be generalized by
Definition 6.3.1 and Definition 6.3.1 in the SciWorCS respectively.
Definition. Process module is defined as a tuple, m ⇒ 〈id, I, O, C, S, T, Id〉 where id is the unique identifier
of the module in a system, I and O supported input and output formats. C is the configuration set of different
parameters, S is the source code, T is the state of the module in workflow execution, and the Id is a set of
intermediate data generated from a module in workflow execution. The generalized definition can be helpful
to readers for understanding the reusable modules of the SWfMS while building workflows.
Definition. Intermediate dataset is defined as a tuple, Id ⇒ 〈Sid,Did, S, sT, lT,m, T 〉 where Sid is the
unique identifier of the dataset in a system, Did raw dataset id. S is the size of the datasets, sT and lT are
the required saving and loading time for the dataset, m is the module that generated the dataset with state T .
The generalized definition can be helpful to readers for understanding the reusable intermediate data of the
SWfMS while building workflows.
Workflow Composition with Intermediate Data
To perform data analysis with a workflow W = (M,E), modules, M , from the toolbox of web panel need
to be selected and assembled in the main composition window of the SciWorCS. Besides, ports need to be
mapped with links for the set E to sustain the required dependencies of the workflow. Simply executing
all of the modules from the workflow in a SWfMS would cost a considerable amount of time. For example,
any given instance of the workflow execution, Wi, there are some modules outcomes (Ids!ID) and a set Id
passed from one module to another for a dependency - defined by a directed edge, eij = (mi,mj)!E, and
each module with its state T perform some operations on the outcomes of the previous module (Idi) to
produce some new outcomes (Idj). Usually, to perform operations on a large dataset, a single module takes a
considerable amount of time, suppose ti time to process and generate an intermediate data (Idj). In most of
the cases, these generated Id sets are also large and incrementally produced in a SWfMS. As a workflow could
be composed with a considerable number of modules, the execution time of the workflow might be too long.
Again in a SWfMS, users generally build similar workflows frequently by changing only a few modules, i.e.,
(mk . . .ml)!M . In such a situation, rather than executing all modules (m1 . . .mn)!M for a new workflow, in
a SWfMS previously executed results (IDs) could be used to reduce execution cost. Besides, consideration
of the state of a tool for derived data could increase user choice in a SWfMS. Hence, we adopt the GUI-RISP
in SciWorCS for each possible outcome of a module to consider the state of modules. By using the GUI
version, we can recommend to reuse existing appropriate intermediate data while building new workflows in
a SWfMS with proper parameter matching and data generation time information. Figure 6.2 demonstrates
the core architecture of our data management and recommendation technique of GUI-RISP in the SciWorCS.
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Figure 6.2: Workflow composition with the proposed technique65
6.3.2 Background
Association rules have been used in many research areas for discovering correlations and can be defined in
the following way.
Association Rule. An association rule [3] is an expression of the form X => Y where X is the
antecedent, and Y is the consequent. Each of X and Y is a set of one or more program entities. The meaning
of such a rule is that if X gets changed in a particular commit operation, Y also has the tendency of being
changed in that commit.
Support and Confidence. As defined by Zimmermann et al. [114], support is the number of commits
in which an entity or a group of entities changed together. The support of an association rule is determined
in the following way.
support(X => Y ) = support(X,Y ) (6.1)
Here, (X,Y ) is the union of X and Y , and so support(X => Y ) = support(Y => X). Confidence of an
association rule, X => Y , determines the probability that Y will change in a commit operation provided that
X changed in that commit operation. So the confidence of X => Y can be determined in the following way.
confidence(X => Y ) = support(X,Y )/support(X) (6.2)
In the technique RISP, we derive association rules between datasets and modules from pipelines and
investigate those for providing suggestions regarding which intermediate state result from a workflow under
progress should be stored.
Determining the supports and confidences of the association rules obtained from the work-
flows.
In the RISP, all the distinct association rules from all the previously executed workflows are determined,
then the support and confidence of each of the rules are calculated in the following way.
Support of an association rule. Support of an association is the number of times it can be generated
from the workflows. The support of an association rule, D ⇒ eij can be expressed formally in the following
way.
support(D ⇒ eij) = No. of times edge eij found in history. (6.3)
Here eij!E = (mi,mj), (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i ∕= j).
Confidence of an association rule. We determine the confidence of the association rule D ⇒ eij in
the following way from its support value:




Here, support(D) is the number of times input dataset D was used in all workflows.
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6.3.3 RISP Interaction Modelling
We analyzed different situations in which users will utilize RISP in the user interface of a SWfMS. In the
following we describe different situations.
In this section of the study, we describe the possible workflow creation scenarios that inspired to design
the user interface for our data recommendation technique. After investigating several SWfMSs and their
workflows, we have figured out the following major composition scenarios.
Composition scenarios.
• Creating a new workflow by dragging and dropping tools. In this scenario, users may compose both
small and large workflows from scratch, where sub workflows are unique to the system
• Creating a workflow by dragging and dropping tools. In this case, sub workflows could be in the system
from previous executions of different users with proper access control
• Importing an existing workflow in the system from a saved one or a shared source. In this case, sub
workflows could be in the system from previous executions of different users with proper access control.
Also, to increase the efficiency of the Gui-RISP selection process, we have considered the workflow change
scenarios of workflow after composing the workflow in a SWfMS.
Change scenarios.
• Users could change modules, tune modules, delete modules from a composed workflow. Even user may
want to save the modified workflow in the system
• Parameter configurations could be happened in a module
• Tool state could be changed for a workflow.
By considering the above scenarios, recommendations are arranged on the SWfMS’s interface.
Recommendations.
• If a subset of modules is unique in a workflow then users will not get any recommendation to use any
datasets rather a recommendation for saving datasets may appear on the interface
• If a subset of modules can be found in previous executions, then users will get a recommendation for
the subset if datasets are available otherwise a recommendation for saving datasets will appear on the
interface
• A message or recommendation list for a subsequence appears after adding a new module and connecting
it to a previous one
• Recommendation can be changed based on CRUD operations in a workflow
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• Recommendation can be updated after each parameter tuning, and configuration
• Recommendations are based on tool states not the ids of tools.
• Rather than creating a workflow from scratch if users choose to import it from existing ones, a dedicated
button can be used to check the available intermediate data for subsequences
• If the data loading time is more than the execution time for a module, users are warned with a message
while using the recommendations
• Required time to execute a module from previous execution is presented on the module for better
understandability.
6.3.4 System Design
Job manager of the SciWorCS is responsible for executing the modules of an assembled workflow based on
their dependencies and implementations (i.e., modules could be executed in a single server or a cluster). RISP
acts alongside the job manager to suggest intermediate datasets automatically. Besides, users can manually
check and load intermediate datasets of previously executed workflows while composing and executing a new
workflow for reusing available datasets by the necessity of the new workflow execution using the GUI-RISP.
The SciWorCS also provides real-time status monitoring, data mapping, and parameter setting mechanisms
for each module individually to enable more modularized control. Job manager further performs the storing
procedure of intermediate data and other necessary data by getting the recommendation from RISP. All
of the execution records and configuration information of modules in a workflow are stored in a CouchDB
server. RISP mainly associates the execution sequences and parameter information of previously executed
workflows for recommending intermediate data while composing workflows in the SWfMS.
Implementation Details
The SciWorCS is built with Flask (A Python Microframework) to provide a web-based solution for the end-
users. Various resource management techniques such as HDFS, CouchDB, UnixFileSystem are incorporated
to enable interoperability among the used cutting edge technologies (i.e., Yarn, Spark, Python Subprocess
and so on) in the SciWorCS for our data management scheme. The core architecture of the SciWorCS is
implemented in Python 2, and the latest web technologies (i. e., JavaScript, GoJS, and so on) are used to
provide the interactive user experience. The core implementation is hosted on a Linux server where all of
the local scripts of modules are executed. A distributed Spark cluster (i.e., a Compute Canada Cluster of
five-node, 40 cores and a total of 200GB RAM) and a CouchDB server are also associated with the SWfMS
to submit distributed jobs and update log information from the web server by using their respective APIs.
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Rules
Figure 6.3 shows the interactive composition window of the SciWorCS to assemble and execute workflows.
Modules of a composed workflow could be executed in the Linux server as local scripts or in the Spark
cluster as distributed jobs. Both distributed and local modules can be dragged and dropped from the left
side toolbox panel (labeled as L) to the main container of workflows (labeled as MCW). After placing the
required modules from the panel L for a workflow, users need to connect them with links to resolve their
conditions and dependencies. The right side panel (labeled as R) in Figure 6.3 shows the available input
datasets and output produced by workflows in the SWfMS.Datasets and parameters could be set for a module
by double-clicking the module on a pop-up window (labeled as MPW). Each module in a workflow has a
particular status label for the recommendation technique, GUI-RISP (labeled as RISP). Initially, this status
for each module is ’Not Checked’ but after a certain time of assembling, checking or executing a module the
status could be ’Checked Not Found’, ’Checked Found’, or ’Load Data’. With the status, ’Load Data’, the
SWfMS enables a button for loading intermediate data for an assembled workflow. The GUI version of RISP,
where parameter matching and time are considered for giving multiple options to select intermediate data is
placed below this status label as a List (labeled as A-RISP). By clicking an item from the list, a user can
serve the same procedure of loading intermediate data for a workflow.
Suggestion
Figure 6.3 shows a workflow composition process in the SciWorCS with the help of our proposed data
recommendation technique, RISP. Following the assembling process for a desired workflow, the ’Search’ option
could be used to know the existing relevant intermediate data that were stored by the recommendation of
RISP. Module status label also displays the information for the possibility of loading and executing workflows
with previously-stored intermediate data. In the figure, green-colored modules and links represent that the
intermediate data are loaded up to the colored point, and there is no need of executions of those modules
for the depicted workflow. In this case, module subtraction (labeled as m4) had the option for selecting
intermediate data, and the data loaded up to this module execution point. By observing the parameter
matching information from the options of the GUI-RISP and selecting an intermediate dataset also serves
the same fashion to execute a workflow in the Scientific Workflow Management System.
6.4 Experimental Studies and Results
For assessing the workload of the RISP in the SciWorCS, we have done the load testing, where we considered
the SWfMS with the RISP and without the RISP. In our evaluation, to avoid biases and unintentional delays
from users, we used Apache Jmeter [41] and Google Analytics [20] for assembling workflows automatically
and keeping logs with sampling. First, we recorded workflow compositions and executions of the two scenarios
(i.e., the composition without RISP and with RISP) in the SWfMS using the Script Recorder of the Jmeter.
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Figure 6.3: User interface for building workflows
Table 6.1: Overall load of the SWfMS
Measures Composition without RISP Composition with RISP
Requests 743 321
Average Time 210.3(Sec) 200.5(Sec)
Throughput/Sec 3.5 5
Received KB/sec 7.32 19.88
Sent KB/sec 4.63 7.77
Then we ran each of the scripts from Jmeter for 100 times to report its performance. Table 6.1 compares
various performance matrix of both of the scenarios for the SWfMS. In the table, we can see that using the
RISP in SciWorCS does not change so much in average response time for various requests from our web
application. Besides, the throughput increase with the RISP, and this is for the reason that only a very few
requests and responses are needed in a workflow composition using the RISP in the SciWorCS (I.e., 56%
fewer requests).
Before going to the extensive user evaluation, first, we inquire the overall end-user experience of the RISP
and to do this, we followed the application performance monitoring(APM) strategy. By following the strategy,
we mainly answered a research question to assess the overall user experience of RISP in the SciWorCS.
RQ1: What is the overall performance of the RISP in the system? Are there any components making
overall performance poor?
To answer the question and present the overall performance we calculate the Apdex Standard [79], the
equation to calculate the standard is given below -
Apdext = (SatisfiedCount+ (ToleratingCount/2))/TotalSamples (6.5)
We chose Apdex in our initial evaluation because the Apdex score gives overall satisfaction for a system
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from all users rather than the satisfaction of a few individuals from different categories [79]. In the scoring
process of Apdex to categorize the responses from users for a system, we need to define a threshold time. In
the scoring, we use the default threshold value (0.5 sec) to divide the satisfied and unsatisfied responses. To
calculate the average single request response time of workflows, we execute 18 workflows in the SciWorCS
with RISP and keep log of the average response time of each request (except module operation requests).
From our Apdex scoring, with the value 0.89, we can say that near 90% users are satisfied by the
performances of the SciWorCS after RISP integration. Thus, RQ1 can be answered with a positive statement
for the RISP being used in the SWfMS. Since the average response time is not varying much after RISP
integration, so components can interact normally with each other after RISP integration in the SWfMS which
answers a part of RQ1 for assessing the overall performance of the SWfMS. Furthermore, by integrating the
RISP in the SciWorCS, higher number of KB/sec processing (Table 6.1) between a client and the server show
the increased throughput for the SWfMS. So, no component is making the overall performance poor rather
improving the performance of the SWfMS using the RISP (this answers the last part of RQ1).
For the details user evaluation, we mainly cover two popular scientific workflow composition areas (i.e.,
Image Processing and Bio-informatics workflow compositions) by assembling and executing workflows with-
/without RISP in the SciWorCS . Both of the studies of the two areas are discussed below to answer some
important research questions. Research questions are designed to investigate the following three hypotheses:
H1: RISP will not increase the overhead of the SciWorCS. We hypothesize the technique will minimize
the request and responses between a client and the server of the SciWorCS.
H2: User would use the intermediate data while executing workflows if the opportunity is given to them.
Here, we want to explore how much intermediate data are used in the SWfMS from available intermediate
data.
H3: RISP will help to compose workflows efficiently. We hypothesize workflow execution time would be
reduced if users use intermediate data.
6.4.1 Participants
We selected participants who had at least heard the term workflow (i.e., business or scientific workflow) as
this study investigates the effectiveness of a technique in a SWfMS. We selected a total of 7 participants aged
from 24 to 35 from a university, including both graduate and undergraduate students. The participants had
an average age of 28, where 43% are female, 57% are male.
6.4.2 Study 1: Image Processing Workflow Composition
In study 1, we want to explore the user satisfaction towards the performance of composing and executing
data intensive workflows by the aided data of our technique (i.e., RISP). Image processing workflows are used
in this study where differences from typical workflow composition to our proposed technique composition are
investigated in the SciWorCS. Generally, work pattern and efficiency of workflow composition and execution
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are explored for both of the scenarios (i.e., composition with and without RISP) in the SWfMS to answer
our RQ2.
RQ2: How is the RISP being used by users in the system?
In workflows of image processing where input datasets are normally large in size, the processing time
of modules can be lengthy, and their produced intermediate data can be large to manage. A reusability
technique of data might be effective for such workflows, and in this study, we want to ensure the effectiveness
of our technique with image processing workflows. In the case of large data analysis, dependencies and
conditions in workflows need to be considered especially to solve a desired problem in minimum cost. By
considering these dependencies of directed acyclic type, several recommendation techniques [48] [18] [109]
[87] of module or service are introduced. However, none of these studies are presented with the usefulness of
the recommended services or intermediate data for reusing in workflow design. Therefore, in this study, to
explore the usability of efficient pipeline design by reusing intermediate data in a SWfMS, we use five image
classification workflows of data-intensive computations. Consequently, how efficient the recommendation
technique for users to perform workflow assembling and executing, how much time is required to design and
execute a workflow and so on are analyzed in this study. Additional factors such as effects of a length,
complexity (highest degree in a workflow) and data availability have been considered in our second study to
assess the proposed technique and explore future directions in the workflow building process. Hence, in this
part of our evaluation, we answer the RQ2 using the time factors and the data usage of workflow assembling
and executing.
Task and Stimulus
In the study, as mentioned above to verify the effectiveness of enhancing performance and gaining time, we
consider five workflows of image classification. Modules of these five workflows perform distributed processing
in the SWfMS’s Spark cluster. For the classification models, we choose five popular deep neural network
architectures, i.e., (InceptionV3, Xception, ResNet50, VGG16, and VGG19) to give the option of choosing
a model in our model-fitting module of the five workflows. In total, the five workflows contain ten distinct
modules that are implemented in the SCiWorCS and compatible with the recommendation technique, GUI-
RISP. Each of the five workflows is computationally expensive and solves a classification problem using a
sequence of data preparation, feature extraction, model fitting, and analysis. In this study, to eliminate biases
users had the opportunity to choose the classification models arbitrarily to perform image classification on
a given dataset using a workflow from the five workflows. The dataset for the classification problem is
collected from the P2IRC project of the University of Saskatchewan and has more than 3K images (2K for
training, 1K for testing). In study sessions, workflow structures are printed and provided to the participants.
Three of the five workflows using the five models are explained to them as model testing problems of image
classification. Workflow design procedure in the SciWorCS such as dragging and dropping, port linking,
dependency making of modules are described to the participants before the main study. Besides, how to
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check, load and use available intermediate data in the SWfMS are demonstrated using demo workflows to
the participants.
Experiment Procedure and Data Collection
All of the occurred event, and their timestamps are logged in the background by defining JavaScript Tracking
Snippet of Google Analytics [20] while building pipelines by the participants. To capture valuable information
of assembling and executing workflows from both of the scenarios (i.e., the SciWorCS with and without the
RISP) each event is tracked with hitType, eventCategory, eventAction, eventValue, and eventLabel. Similarly,
timing information are tracked with hitType, timingCategory, timingVar, timingValue, and timingLabel using
the JavaScript Snippets of Google Analytics. At the end of the study, participants were asked to fill out
the NASA-TLX questionaries for analyzing the workload of executing image processing workflows in the
SWfMS.
Results
In the study of image processing workflow’s performances analysis, users activities of building and executing
workflows are traced separately. Average assembling and executing time from all the participants for all
the five workflows are plotted in Figure 6.4. In Figure 6.4 gray-colored bars represent assembling and
executing time of the five workflows with the proposed technique, GUI-RISP. Dots pattern in a bar denotes
the assembling time, and the solid part depicts the execution time. In the figure, we can see that assembling
time of workflows with the GUI-RISP is higher than the assembling time of workflows without the GUI-RISP
(i.e., The dotted gray bars are higher than the dotted white bars). However, all of the five gray bars (i.e.,
aggregated dotted and solid) of the five workflows are lower in height than their corresponding white bar
of the same workflow. That means overall performance of all of the workflows with the proposed technique
GUI-RISP is better than the performances of workflows without the technique in the SciWorCS. The reason
behind this performance is that participants had the option to select recommended intermediate data by
the GUI-RISP, and they used intermediate data to skip some modules operations. Though the assembling
time of workflows with GUI-RISP is higher than the assembling time of workflows without GUI-RISP, the
extra time in assembling for the recommendation and data configuration is negligible compared to the overall
performance for all of the workflows. Thus the proposed technique can efficiently handle intermediate data
to recommend for reuse in a real-life data-intensive workflow building environment.
Figure 6.5 depicts the data usage pattern among known and unknown workflows. Known workflow to a
user means the same workflow is executed by the same user previously. In our case, workflow 1, 2, and 5 (i.e.,
InceptionV3, Xception, and VGG19 ) are executed by the participants prior to the main study while showing
the demo of workflow building. We found that participants tend to use more intermediate data for known
workflows rather than unknown workflows. In Figure 6.5, around 87% of available intermediate data are used
for the known workflows, which are higher than the 50% of two unknown workflows (N.B. all workflows had at
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least one intermediate data from previous executions). In addition, we found participants checked and used
more intermediate data for computationally expensive modules (e.g., in our case, participant checked and
used for the model fitting modules) of workflows rather than inexpensive modules. Traces of checking and
using intermediate data in the workflows are plotted in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6 also represents the possibility of
using intermediate data by checking the data from the users, and the results are more significant in all three
known workflows (i.e., Workflow 1, 2 and 5) than the unknown 3 and 4. In this study, from the provided raw
data and generated intermediate data, in total intermediate data and raw data showed the split of 83 % and
17 % usage while building pipelines by the all participants. This information also showed that if we use the
RISP, we can increase the reusability of a SWfMS. All of the findings in this study can be used to answer the
RQ2 partially, and up to this point, results show the GUI-RISP could be used efficiently for data-intensive
workflows.
NASA-TLX responses from all of the participants for this study are plotted in Figure 6.7. In the figure,
dark blue bars represent the average scores of all the participants for the SciWorCS with the RISP. The gray
bars represent the average scores of all the participants for the SciWorCS without RISP. All of the subscales,
such as Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Frustration Level, Overall Performance, Effort
of NASA-TLX are considered in this study with an overall score. From Figure 6.7, it can be interpreted that
on average, users require a low level of demands with intermediate data in all subclasses (i.e., the SWfMS
with the GUI-RISP). Though assembling and executing time of workflows vary in the two systems. One
reason could be, assembling workflow with the proposed technique in the SWfMS requires more demands as
the participants needed to know more control of the data management. However, executing workflow with
the RISP, users needed to wait less time, which could reduce the subclasses demands in the SWfMS. Overall,
the aggregated effects of the two phases exhibit the low level of demands for the GUI-RISP system.
6.4.3 Study 2: Bioinformatics Workflow Composition
Scientific analysis of bioinformatics data is another popular domain that relies on SWfMSs for composing het-
erogeneous tools. In this study, we incorporate the bioinformatics workflow composition using the GUI-RISP
and compare the composition with traditional workflow composition. In the previous study, we considered
the same length workflows of heterogeneous technologies and large datasets. In this study, we consider com-
posing micro-services or simple modules of bioinformatics (i.e., workflows are categorized in simple smaller,
and complex longer) with comparatively smaller datasets. For the active bioinformatics communities, various
micro-services and services are available and ready to use. To analyzing bioinformatics data in a SWfMS,
both simple and complex workflows are important for the availability of micro-services and services. Thus in
this study, we conduct our experiment for both smaller and longer bioinformatics workflows to complete the
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Figure 6.5: Use of intermediate states in image procesing workflows
Task and Stimulus
In the previous study, we chose image processing workflows of distributed modules to process a massive
amount of data. Contrast to that, here we choose four bioinformatics workflows of local-script modules and
comparatively smaller datasets. First, two workflows are smaller in size and relatively easy to follow. The
last two workflows are long in size and contain the first two workflows in its structure. In total, the four
workflows contain four distinct modules such as Get input, Pear, Fastqc, and Flash. All of these modules
are imported from Galaxy [1] to integrate into the SciWorCS and compatible with the GUI-RISP. Each
of the four workflows is not computationally expensive comparate to the previous study but complex in
their structure for so many port mappings. The datasets for the bioinformatics problems are collected from
the P2IRC project of the University of Saskatchewan. The dataset has mainly two files, one is Forward
FastQC, and another is Reverse FastQC. In study sessions, workflow structures are printed and provided to
the participants. All of the four workflows with some modules are explained to them as genome sequencing
problems of bioinformatics. Likewise, previous study, workflow design procedure in the SWfMS such as
dragging and dropping, port linking, dependency making of modules are described to the participants before
the main study. Besides, how to check, load and use available intermediate data in the SciWorCS are again

























Figure 6.6: Checking and Using Intermediate States in Image Processing Workflows
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Figure 6.7: NASA-TLX responses for image processing workflows
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Experiment Procedure and Data Collection
Same as before all of the activities of the participants are logged and timestamped using JavaScript Tracking
Snippet of Google Analytics while building workflows in the study season. Likewise before, we also capture
the same information of assembling and executing workflows for both of the scenarios (i.e., SciWorCS with
and without the GUI-RISP). Such as every event is tracked with hitType, eventCategory, eventAction, event-
Value, and eventLabel for all of the four workflows. Similarly, timing information is tracked with hitType,
timingCategory, timingVar, timingValue and timingLabel using the JavaScript Snippets of Google Analytics
for all of the workflows. At the end of the main study, participant filled out the NASA-TLX questionnaire
to evaluate the workload of executing bioinformatics workflows in the SWfMS.
Results
In this study of bioinformatics workflows, unlike the previous study assembling and executing time of each
workflow is traced together. Average completion times of all of the four workflows are plotted in Figure
6.8. The first box of each group in the box plot represents the total completion time of a workflow with
the GUI-RISP (i.e., with intermediate data). The second box of each group represents workflow completion
time of a workflow without the RISP (i.e., without intermediate data). First two groups in the figure depict
completion time for the two simple workflows and last two depict completion time for the two complex
workflows. From Figure 6.8, it can be stated that for the complex workflows user can gain more time for the
availability of intermediate data for a long sequence of modules than the simple/short workflows using the
GUI-RISP. Availability of intermediate data and their usage can be clearly illustrated from Figure 6.9. In
the Figure, preferences of data usage while building workflows with GUI-RISP by the participants for both
long and short workflows are represented. Similar to the previous study, this study also has workflows with
at least one intermediate data from previous executions. In the figure, we can see that for long workflows
user used more intermediate data than the short workflows. In Figure 6.10, we show the intermediate data
usage for known and unknown modules. Known module means operation and relation of the modules in each
workflow are explained to the participants prior to the study. For this study, known modules are Galaxy Pear
and Galaxy Flash. From the figure, we can see that participants used more intermediate data to skip module
operations for known modules than the unknown modules. In Figure 6.10, 64% of available intermediate
data are used for the known modules, which are greater than the 36% of unknown modules. This usage
pattern could be from the reason that the participant felt comfortable to skip the operation of those modules
by knowing that what they are skipping. So better understandability can improve the use of intermediate
data, and in future, we will shift the SWfMS towards data-centric awareness system. In this study, from the
provided raw data and generated intermediate data, in total intermediate data and raw data showed the split
of 63 % and 37 % usage while building pipelines by all the participants. Experimental results of this study
show that if we use the GUI-RISP, we can increase the reusability of a SWfMS for all types of workflows.
The increased reusability and efficiency in the various types of workflows of this study complete the answer
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to our RQ2.
NASA-TLX responses from all of the participants for this study are also collected and plotted in Figure
6.11. Same as the previous study, dark blue bars represent the average scores of all the participants for
the SciWorCS with the GUI-RISP. The gray bars represent the average scores of all the participants for
the SWfMS without GUI-RISP. All of the subscales, such as Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal
Demand, Frustration Level, Overall Performance, and Effort of NASA-TLX are also considered in this study
with an overall score. From Figure 6.11, it can be interpreted that on average, a user requires the low levels
of subclass demands in GUI-RISP system. This may be the reason that the completion time of workflows
varies for their complexity and workflow completion with the proposed technique in the SWfMS for long
workflows shows a higher gain in execution than the of short workflows.So, on average users are satisfied
with the proposed technique in a SWfMS for its efficiency. Aggregated results of our NASA-TLX responses
of both of the studies can be used for answering the RQ3.
RQ3: Whether GUI-RISP is helping to compose workflows more efficiently?
With the response values from different subclasses of NASA-TLX in both of the studies, it can be in-
terpreted that RISP does not increase workloads while composing workflows in the SciWorCS. This result








































Figure 6.8: Time differences among various types of bioinformatics workflow
6.4.4 Study 3: User Behavior in the Interface
In this study of user behavior analysis, we consider the time-spent and gaze-point matrics to explore the eye-
tracking data of the participants from the workflow composition and execution. One of the main reasons to
chose the eye-tracking technology for this study is to validate the user involvement on the intermediate data
recommendation GUI (i.e., validation of the users’ interest in intermediate data while composing workflows
in the SciWorCS). All of the workflows from the previous two studies are used to track user gaze-point and
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Figure 6.9: Use of intermediate states in bioinformatics workflows
looking mostly and how much time they are spending in those areas are examined by Areas of Interest of
Tobii Studio to answer the RQ4.
RQ4. What are the major areas where participants are mostly involved while assembling and executing
workflows with the GUI-RISP?
Assembling and executing workflows in a SWfMS requires significant attention from users as there are
some manual operations from users for both assembling and configuring the workflows. Thus, on an interface
of workflow composition, we need to analyze where the gaze points are and where users are spending most
of the time while composing workflows with the proposed management technique. Besides, we need to know
whether the participant really interested in intermediate data or is the GUI-RISP really helping them to
compose workflows - consideration of these facts with our selected metrics should be adequate to answer the
RQ4.
Task and Stimulus
In this study of behavioral analysis, we did not consider any additional workflows. We collect both gaze data
and time spent data (with Heat Map) for all of the workflows that are composed by the participant in Study
1 and 2.
Experimental Procedure and Data Collection
Both the user behavioral data (i.e., gaze data and time spent data) are collected using a Tobii Eye-tracker
while building workflows by the participants. The tracker was calibrated for each participant, and the
participants maintained the recommended distance (i.e., between 18 to 40 inches) from the computer monitor.
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Figure 6.10: Use of intermediate states in bioinformatics workflows
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Figure 6.11: NASA-TLX responses for bioinformatics workflows
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Figure 6.12: Heatmap of the interface after building workflows
Important areas such as suggestion and composition areas are divided into separate sections as ’area of
interest’ for tracing eye-tracking data. Tobii Pro software solution is used for analyzing and representing the
tracked data for the comparison.
Results
Figure 6.12 is representing the heat map of image processing workflows. In the heat map, we can see that
users spent a considerable amount of time on modules after dragging and dropping them in the composition
areas. Mostly on module 2 and 3, where users had the option to select intermediate data. So from the heat
map, it can be interpreted that users are interested in the suggestion of the recommendation technique. Areas
of our interest are divided into two regions, i.e., composition area and suggestion area. Table 6.2 represents
the average time spent data in these two areas separately. From the table, it can be seen that around 39%
time of total composition area time is spent on suggestion areas. This means with the facilities of using
intermediate data with parameter and time information user tried to understand the suggested data with
interest to use them. Result of this study answers our research question 4 (RQ4) and explore the potentiality
of suggested data on the interface.
6.5 Discussion and Future Directions
The results of the three studies indicate that users generally prefer intermediate data for reusing while ex-
ecuting workflows in a SWfMS. In the study of computationally expensive image processing workflows, we
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found that the participants prefer mostly to use intermediate data for computationally expensive modules.
In future, we have a plan to work on prioritizing the expensive modules in the SciWorCS for storing their
outcomes with the technique, so that we can increase the reusability respect to users’ usage pattern. Other
significant findings that explored some research directions are also considered in this study for further im-
provement of our recommendation system. Especially the finding of users’ usage preferences on intermediate
data usage for known modules and known workflows of the two studies could be used to design a new archi-
tecture of the SWfMS where data associations with module and workflows will be expedited for efficiency.
For instance, in real-life complex workflows are formed from a different domain, and many collaborators of
different areas are involved in the workflow design process. In such a case, intermediate data management
can help a collaborator to design and execute a known part of a workflow, and other collaborators could
reuse this part for the rest of the execution. This type of system is only possible if we can increase the
data awareness in a SWfMS, and we are currently working on it to use intermediate data in a collaborative
environment. In our second study of bioinformatics workflows, we see that while assembling long workflows
users prefer to use more intermediate data. Since in real life workflow building process, sometimes 100 or
more modules are involved so RISP can have a positive impact on SWfMS. Furthermore, each of the overall
scores of NASA-TLX responses from both of the studies separately shows that after integrating the GUI-
RISP with the SciWorCS participants experience less overhead. Moreover, the subclasses scores are less after
integrating the GUI-RISP in the SWfMS. Hence we believe the technique of recommending intermediate data
can increase the efficiency in a SWfMS without any shortcomings.
6.6 Threat to Validity
We considered workflows of two areas (Image Processing and Bioinformatics) in our user study for analyz-
ing the effectiveness of the GUI-RISP in the SciWorCS. While more areas could make our findings more
generalized, we see that the GUI-RISP shows effectiveness on workflows from both of the areas. Thus, we
believe that our findings cannot be attributed to chance. The proposed technique RISP can be considered
an efficient technique for managing workflows.
6.7 Conclusion and Future Works
To implement an efficient system for processing a large amount of data with numerous tools, proper data
management in a system of workflow management is crucial. We proposed a technique of data recommen-
dation for both storing and retrieving data while building workflows in a SWfMS and this study is intended
to investigate on case studies of an GUI version of the technique for comprehending the behaviors and ex-
pectations of users in real-world workflow building. In our two case studies, from the provided raw data and
generated intermediate data, in total intermediate data and raw data showed the split of 73 % and 27 % usage
while building workflows by the all participants. This usage trend and preference on intermediate data imply
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that the technique can fulfill the expectation of users in most of the cases of efficient workflow execution.
Additionally, we found that the technique is more useful for the long-running and complex workflows, so
we believe our technique (i.e., RISP) has the potential to contribute to composing workflows with big data
and heterogeneous tools. Moreover, using the NASA-TLX study, we found that demand in each subscale of
NASA-TLX does not produce any negative impact while assembling and executing workflows in the SWfMS
with the technique. Therefore, we believe the technique can be used in any SWfMS without any additional
burden for introducing reusability and building workflow efficiently.
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Table 6.2: Total Visit Duration
p2irc-shipi.usask.ca:5000/cvs
Summary Only













All Recordings 7 1539 10773 7 596.30 4174.1
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7 Conclusion
This chapter is presented to conclude the thesis. We present a summary of all of our work in Section 7.1,
and Section 7.2 indicates possibilities of future research.
7.1 Summary
A Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS) is a software solution to execute scientific workflows
and manage scientific data sets in various computing environments [53] [7]. In such a SWfMS, an automated
technique and provenance tracking commit advantages for both composition and execution [23] [36]. Further-
more, a SWfMS needs to be reliable and efficient to coordinate and automate data flow and task execution
in various environment such as in distributed computational, clusters, cyberinfrastructures, commercial and
academic clouds environments [27]. In scientific workflows, scientific data processing activities are assembled
and automated to reduce the execution time while executing the activities [53]. Consequently, such systems
face big data explosion issues with massive velocity and variety characteristics for the heterogeneous large
amount of data from different domains. One of the main reasons for this explosion is the frequent execution
of workflows in a SWfMS that generates a huge amount of data and characteristics of such data are always
incremental. Therefore a large amount of heterogeneous data need to be managed in a Scientific Workflow
Management System (SWfMS) with a proper decision mechanism.
Previous studies also emphasized on data management with metadata and awareness of data in a scientific
workflow management system for their complexity, dimension, and volume [82] [24] [40]. Besides, reproducibil-
ity and reuse of essential components of workflows from SWfMSs in scientific communities is crucial [23] [32].
Although few studies mentioned that automation and reproducibility support could accelerate and transform
workflow processes [36], but there is no explicit technique to do that. Even the existing data management
techniques do not support data reusability directly, most of the system is designed by emphasizing rules
and cost [74]. By emphasizing the reusability in a SWfMS, in this thesis, we propose an intermediate data
management scheme. Furthermore, for a concrete decision mechanism, RISP (Recommending Intermediate
States in Pipelines) is introduced that applies mining association rules to recommend intermediate data for
storing and reusing while building workflows in a SWfMS. We have done several experiments for analyzing
the performance and exploring the effectiveness of the technique in a SWfMS. All of our major contributions
towards data management for a SWfMS is summarized below in four sections.
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Management Scheme for Micro-Level Modular Programs
Although some of the previous works [8] [44] [92] [64] [43] were discussed with the fault-tolerant concept by
managing intermediate states, none of them discussed the possibility and necessity of managing intermediate
data for efficient scientific analysis. In this work, we proposed a novel data management scheme for inter-
mediate data to support reusability in a SWfMS. Using the proposed management technique error recovery
and efficient processing can be ensured in a SWfMS. We conducted several experiments with the proposed
techniques for both the local file system and distributed file system to validate the efficiency of the technique.
Our experimental studies show that the proposed technique can execute workflows efficiently by increasing
performance up to 87 %.
Optimized Storing of Workflow Outputs
A number of studies focused on recommending modules or services in the workflow building process in
a SWfMS [48] [18] [109] [87]. Although the recommendation or discovery of modules or services in the
composition phase of a workflow can ensure the reusability of processes but not the outcomes of modules
which users may need to store in a SWfMS. Besides, the data or the intermediate data are needed to be
managed systematically and automatically is also emphasized by some studies [100] [106]. Where the previous
studies on intermediate data are presented in terms of cost management and techniques are introduced to
minimize the cost of data storing. In this work, by experimenting on different workflows from well known
SWfMSs, we emphasized on reusability of data and proposed an automatic technique for both storing and
retrieving data. Using the technique reusability can be increased up to 51% and time gain can be reached
up to 74% in a SWfMS.
Storing Modes of Workflow
Associations of parameter configuration sets with modules and management of parameter configuration sets
in a SWfMS are counted in some studies [5] [32] [25] [52] [78] to support the efficient re-execution of some
parts of a workflow. Configured parameters of modules as an important part of metadata management and
provenance are considered in many studies and common in practice. Despite dynamic parameter tuning
is considered by Dias et al. [30] to improve the performance of workflow execution. Consequently, in our
SWfMS we want to manage the parameters in a systematic way to use them properly for our data management
scheme. Parameter set as a part of a configuration set to provide the tool state of a specific tool is considered
in our system. In this study, we want to explore the usefulness of our technique, RISP considering the tool
state concepts. To do this, we have analyzed 534 workflows from Galaxy, and our experimental results show
that the technique can work with the tool state concept and reports around 40% reusability in a SWfMS.
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Usability Study
A number of studies [102] [113] [67] [15] [97] [6] have considered the use case analysis and user study to
reveal the insight of real-world workflows composition in a SWfMS. Though the studies are considered to
evaluate SWfMSs from the user perspective, but there is a lack of inquiring a data management technique
in a SWfMS to see the efficiency and effectiveness in the real world. One main reason for this lacking is that
the previous studies of data management considered only the cost management in a SWfMS. In this work,
we have considered reusability of data while storing them in a SWfMS, and with the concept of reusability
user behavior and style of work are explored for a data management technique. We conducted several user
studies of our SWfMS with the technique, RISP for various domain. Our studies reveal that the technique is
very useful for composing workflows as well as illustrate some pieces of evidence that can be useful for future
improvement.
7.2 Future Directions
In future, we will consider the following actions in a technique of data management for a SWfMS.
7.2.1 Integration of the technique in a fully functional provenance model
Provenance model become a crucial part of a SWfMS that can be seen from a number of studies [11] [23]
[37] [5] [101] [63]. The lineage of scientific data, such as the origin, derivation, and contexts of datasets
are tracked in a provenance model [14]. Recent studies [37] [5] [101] investigated on regeneration process
of workflows using provenance tracing in a scientific management system. Integration of our technique in a
scientific provenance model could reduce the cost of derived outcomes storing and increase the reusability of
workflow components using our recommendation. In the future, we have a plan to work on such a provenance
model where configuration sets as metadata with the proposed technique can be useful to reconstruct a full
workflow at a low cost.
7.2.2 Prioritizing the expensive modules
In our user study of the technique in a SWfMS, we found users had tendencies to use intermediate data for
expensive modules. Chapter 6 represents the study of user usage pattern for intermediate states. However,
for the limitation of the user study and for the number of workflows, we can not generalize this. In the future,
we will do more investigation on data types and their usage. A priority-based model could be useful for users
to get more relevant recommendations of intermediate data in a SWfMS based on their usages.
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7.2.3 Genetic algorithm to recommend data
Genetic algorithms are already popular in SWfMS community for maintaining workflow scheduling. In our
SWfMS, we have a plan to introduce such technologies for data management to execute workflows in a low
budget for a particular environment. In this case, we need to design a fitness function by maintaining the
trade-off between data transition time and processing time. However, to design such a function in a SWfMS,
the SWfMS has to be matured enough for the validation of the function. Our SWfMS is just evolving now,
and in future, we will investigate on genetic algorithms based data management techniques in our Scientific
Workflow Management System.
7.2.4 Data and domain awareness
Heterogeneity of tools and data in a SWfMS urges the collaboration from different domains in the SWfMS.
In the collaboration process, where multiple domain experts are involved, a domain-specific suggestion mech-
anism would help participants to understand more about the data usability. With the help of metadata, our
recommendation process could increase the domain awareness in a SWfMS, and in future, we will work on a
technique of data management of a SWfMS where data awareness will be emphasized for various domains.
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A.1 Code fragment of a modularized job
1000 de f hd f sC lu s t e r i ng ( ) :
s e r v e r = sys . argv [ 1 ]
1002 uname = sys . argv [ 2 ]
upass = sys . argv [ 3 ]
1004 data path = sys . argv [ 4 ]
save path = sys . argv [ 5 ]
1006 img type = sys . argv [ 6 ]
k = in t ( sys . argv [ 7 ] )
1008 i t e r a t i o n s = in t ( sys . argv [ 8 ] )
1010
p ipe s = ImgCluster ( s e rver , uname , upass )
1012 p ipe s . setLoadAndSavePath ( data path , save path )
p r o c e s s i n g s t a r t t im e = time ( )
1014 rdd = loadExecuteHDFS ( sc , data path , p ipe s )
rdd = common transform ( pipes , rdd , (0 ) )
1016 rdd = common estimate ( pipes , rdd , ( ” s i f t ” ) )
model = c lu s t e r mode l ( pipes , rdd , (k , i t e r a t i o n s ) )
1018 rdd = c l u s t e r a n a l y s i s ( pipes , rdd , model )
p ro c e s s i ng end t ime = time ( ) − p r o c e s s i n g s t a r t t im e
1020
p ipe s . s aveC lus t e rResu l t ( rdd . c o l l e c t ( ) )
1022 pr in t ”SUCCESS: Images procesed in {} seconds ” . format ( round ( proce s s ing end t ime , 3) )
1024 u r l = ’ http ://XXX.XX.XXX.XX:5984/ plantphenotype /2 bbdc24f3d74d6859423e4311409b7be/ ’
payload = {
1026 ” i d ” : ”2bbdc24f3d74d6859423e4311409b7be” ,
” r ev ” : ”3−6372072 da016fa257640892ea85e06c7 ” ,
1028 ” inputdata se t ” : ” hdfs : // hadoop−master :54310/ user /hadoop/ l eave s image s ” ,
” execut i on t ime ” : p roce s s ing end t ime ,
1030 ” the doc type ” : ”module” ,
” s p e c i a l w e i g h t ” : ”XX” ,
1032 ” number o f t ime ca l l ed ” : X,
” c a l l e r wo rk f l ow ” : ”2 bbdc24f3d74d6859423e4311409aefa ” ,
1034 ” outputdataset ” : ” hdfs : // hadoop−master :54310/ user /hadoop/ l e a v e s r e s u l t n ew ” ,
” i s i n t e rm e d i a t e s t a t e s ” : False ,
1036 ”module id ” : ”module id 1 ”
}
1038 headers = {}
r e s = reque s t s . post ( ur l , data=payload , headers=headers )
1040
1042 i f ( name ==” main ” ) :
spark = SparkSess ion . bu i l d e r . appName( ” C lu s t e r i ng on Server ” ) . getOrCreate ( )
1044 sc = spark . sparkContext
sq lContext = SQLContext ( sc )
1046 npa r t i t i o n s = XX
# log e r = sc . jvm . org . apache . l o g 4 j
1048 # logge r = l o g e r . LogManager . getRootLogger ( )
# desc r ibeLeaves ( )
1050 # matchLeaves ( )
# hdfsImgSeg ( )
1052 hd f sC lu s t e r i ng ( )
sc . stop ( )




B.1 Code fragment of RISP analyzer
1000 pub l i c c l a s s A s s o c i a t i o n r u l e s {
1002
pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r ing [ ] a rgs ) {
1004
1006 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”\n\nProposed System . ” ) ;
P i p e l i n e s p = new P ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
1008 p . r e adP ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
p . ana l y z eP ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
1010 p . ge tResu l t ( ) ;
1012 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”\n\nSystem that always saves . ” ) ;
P i p e l i n e s p2 = new P ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
1014 p2 . r e adP ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
p2 . ana lyzePipe l inesAlwaysSave ( ) ;
1016 p2 . ge tResu l t ( ) ;
1018 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”\n\nSystem that saves those r e s u l t s that were p r ev i ou s l y used
at l e a s t once . ” ) ;
P i p e l i n e s p3 = new P ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
1020 p3 . r e adP ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
p3 . ana lyzePipe l inesSupportOne ( ) ;
1022 p3 . ge tResu l t ( ) ;
1024 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”\n\nSystem that saves f i n a l . ” ) ;
P i p e l i n e s p4 = new P ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
1026 p4 . r e adP ip e l i n e s ( ) ;
p4 . ana l y z eP ip e l i n e sF ina lRe su l t ( ) ;
















1007 "annotation": "Select here the GFF annotation file containing
coding genes, tRNAs, rRNAs and known ncRNAs. You can download it from
GJI (http:// genome.jgi.doe.gov) or NCBI (http://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/
genomes/Bacteria). Caution: 1srt column should have exactly the same





1012 "description": "Select here the GFF annotation file
containing coding genes, tRNAs, rRNAs and known ncRNAs. You can
download it from GJI (http:// genome.jgi.doe.gov) or NCBI (http://ftp.
ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria). Caution: 1srt column should have
exactly the same identifier as the genome sequence used for mapping .",



















1032 "annotation": "Select here the bam file resulting from the
mapping of RNA -seq reads on the genome sequence. You may use Bowtie or







1037 "description": "Select here the bam file resulting
from the mapping of RNA -seq reads on the genome sequence. You may use
Bowtie or another mapper (use appropriate mapping option to retain only
uniquely mapping reads).",
































1070 "annotation": "Uses an RGB color tag for visualization of long


































1102 "tool_state": "{\" __page__ \": 0, \" __rerun_remap_job_id__ \":














D.1 Code fragment of a distributed job




1002 from pyspark.ml.image import ImageSchema
1003 import os
1004 os.environ["CUDA_VISIBLE_DEVICES"]="-1"
1005 from pyspark.ml.classification import LogisticRegression
1006 from pyspark.sql.functions import lit
1007 from sparkdl import DeepImageFeaturizer
1008 from pyspark.ml import Pipeline
1009 from pyspark import SparkContext, SparkConf, SQLContext
1010 from pyspark.sql.types import *
1011 from pyspark.sql import SparkSession
1012
1013 import requests




1018 CouchDBServer = ’XXX.XXX.X.XX’
1019 HDFS_Dir = "/user/dec657/"
1020
1021 conf = SparkConf ().setAppName(’
ClassificationModelTrainingAndTestingInceptionV3 ’)
1022 sc = SparkContext(conf=conf)
1023 spark = SparkSession.builder.getOrCreate ()
1024
1025
1026 dict = {}
1027 dict = ast.literal_eval(sys.argv[-1])
1028 workflowdocid = dict[’workflowdocid ’]
1029 modulerev = dict[’modulerev ’]
1030 module_id = dict[’module_id ’]
1031 input_dataset = dict[’input’].split(",")
1032 output_dataset = dict[’output ’].split(",")
1033
1034
1035 processing_start_time = time()
1036 train_df = spark.read.load(HDFS_Dir + input_dataset[0].strip())
1037 train_df.show()
1038 test_df = spark.read.load(HDFS_Dir + input_dataset[1].strip())
1039 test_df.show()
1040 featurizer = DeepImageFeaturizer(inputCol="image", outputCol="features",
modelName="InceptionV3")
105
1041 lr = LogisticRegression(maxIter=20, regParam=0.05, elasticNetParam=0.3,
labelCol="label")
1042 p = Pipeline(stages=[featurizer, lr])
1043 p_model = p.fit(train_df)
1044 df = p_model.transform(test_df)
1045 df.write.mode(’overwrite ’).save(output_dataset[0].strip())
1046
1047 processing_end_time = (time() - processing_start_time)




1051 url = ’http ://’+CouchDBServer+’:5984/ plantphenotype_inter_v1/’+module_id+’
/’
1052 payload = {
1053 "_id": ""+module_id,












1065 headers = {}
1066 res = requests.put(url, json=payload)
Listing D.1: Spark implementation of InceptionV3 model
D.2 Distributed job submission
1000 import paramiko
1001 import time





1007 SERVER = app.config[’DISTRIBUTEED_MAIN_NODE ’]
1008
1009 USER =’dec657 ’
1010 PASSWORD = ’XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ’
1011
1012 ssh = paramiko.SSHClient ()
1013 ssh.set_missing_host_key_policy(paramiko.AutoAddPolicy ())
1014 ssh.connect(SERVER, username=USER, password=PASSWORD)
1015 client = ssh.invoke_shell ()
1016 stdout = client.makefile(’rb’)
1017 stdin = client.makefile(’wb’)
106
1018 job_name = app.config[’LOCAL_HOME ’]+’
ClassificationModelTrainingAndTestingInceptionV3.py’
1019
1020 rawcommand = ’’’
1021 spark -submit --packages databricks:spark -deep -learning :1.2.0 - spark2.3-s_2
.11 {job_name} "{ plugin_params }"
1022 ’’’





1027 timeout = 60
1028 import time
1029 endtime = time.time() + timeout
1030 while not stdout.channel.eof_received:
1031 time.sleep(1)








1040 job_id = "job_id_X"
1041
1042 url = app.config[’COUCHDB_SERVER ’]+’/’+app.config[’COUCHDB_DATABASE ’]+’/’+
’module_id_for_stutas/’
1043 print (url)
1044 payload = {}
1045 headers = {}
1046 res = requests.get(url)
1047 res_dict = ast.literal_eval(res.text)
1048
1049 if res_dict[’outputdataset ’] != "":
1050 if type(res_dict[’outputdataset ’]) is str:
1051 res_dict[’outputdataset ’] = ast.literal_eval(res_dict[’
outputdataset ’])
1052 for datasetname in res_dict[’outputdataset ’]:
1053 if (datasetname.strip() != ’’):
1054 file = open("app_collaborative_sci_workflow/workflow_outputs/
test_workflow/"+job_id+"_"+datasetname.strip(), "w")
1055 file.close()
Listing D.2: Example code for submitting a job
D.3 Source Code Snippets
1000 <!-- Google Analytics -->
1001 <script >
1002 window.ga=window.ga|| function (){(ga.q=ga.q||[]).push(arguments)};ga.l=+new
Date;
107
1003 ga(’create ’, ’UA-XXXXXXXXX -Y’, ’auto’, {’sampleRate ’: 100, ’
siteSpeedSampleRate ’: 100});
1004 ga(’send’, ’pageview ’);
1005 </script >
1006 <script async src=’https ://www.google -analytics.com/analytics.js’></script
>





1012 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,






1019 hitType: ’timing ’,
1020 timingCategory: ’CanExecute ’+is_intermediate_used,







1028 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,















1044 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,
















1060 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,







1068 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,







1076 eventCategory: ’IntermediateData ’,






1083 hitType: ’timing ’,
1084 timingCategory: ’CanAssemble ’+is_intermediate_used,




Listing D.3: JavaScript Tracking Snippet of Google Analytics for User Log
D.4 Recorded JMeter script fragment
1000 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
1001 <jmeterTestPlan version="1.2" properties="5.0" jmeter="5.1 r1853635">
1002 <hashTree >
1003 <TestPlan guiclass="TestPlanGui" testclass="TestPlan" testname="Test
Plan" enabled="true">
1004 <stringProp name="TestPlan.comments"></stringProp >
1005 <boolProp name="TestPlan.functional_mode">false </boolProp >
1006 <boolProp name="TestPlan.serialize_threadgroups">false</boolProp >
1007 <elementProp name="TestPlan.user_defined_variables" elementType="
Arguments" guiclass="ArgumentsPanel" testclass="Arguments" testname="
User Defined Variables" enabled="true">
1008 <collectionProp name="Arguments.arguments"/>
1009 </elementProp >




1013 <Arguments guiclass="ArgumentsPanel" testclass="Arguments" testname=
"User Defined Variables" enabled="true">
1014 <collectionProp name="Arguments.arguments">
1015 <elementProp name="host" elementType="Argument">
1016 <stringProp name="Argument.name">host</stringProp >
1017 <stringProp name="Argument.value">p2irc -shipi.usask.ca</
stringProp >
1018 <stringProp name="Argument.metadata">=</stringProp >
1019 </elementProp >
1020 <elementProp name="scheme" elementType="Argument">
1021 <stringProp name="Argument.name">scheme </stringProp >
1022 <stringProp name="Argument.value">https </stringProp >





1028 <ConfigTestElement guiclass="HttpDefaultsGui" testclass="
ConfigTestElement" testname="HTTP Request Defaults" enabled="true">





1032 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.domain">p2irc -shipi.usask.ca</
stringProp >
1033 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.port"></stringProp >
1034 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.protocol">https </stringProp >
1035 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp >
1036 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.path"></stringProp >
1037 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.concurrentPool">6</stringProp >
1038 <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp >










1049 <ResultCollector guiclass="SummaryReport" testclass="ResultCollector
" testname="Summary Report" enabled="true">





1055 <latency >true</latency >
1056 <timestamp >true</timestamp >




1060 <message >true</message >
1061 <threadName >true</threadName >
1062 <dataType >true</dataType >
1063 <encoding >false</encoding >
1064 <assertions >true</assertions >
1065 <subresults >true</subresults >
1066 <responseData >false</responseData >
1067 <samplerData >false</samplerData >
1068 <xml>false</xml>
1069 <fieldNames >true</fieldNames >
1070 <responseHeaders >false</responseHeaders >
1071 <requestHeaders >false</requestHeaders >
1072 <responseDataOnError >false</responseDataOnError >
1073 <saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage >true</
saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage >
1074 <assertionsResultsToSave >0</assertionsResultsToSave >
1075 <bytes>true</bytes>
1076 <sentBytes >true</sentBytes >
1077 <url>true</url>
1078 <threadCounts >true</threadCounts >
1079 <idleTime >true</idleTime >
1080 <connectTime >true</connectTime >
1081 </value>
1082 </objProp >
1083 <stringProp name="filename"></stringProp >
1084 </ResultCollector >
1085 <hashTree/>
1086 <ResultCollector guiclass="TableVisualizer" testclass="
ResultCollector" testname="View Results in Table" enabled="true">





1092 <latency >true</latency >
1093 <timestamp >true</timestamp >
1094 <success >true</success >
1095 <label>true</label>
1096 <code>true</code>
1097 <message >true</message >
1098 <threadName >true</threadName >
1099 <dataType >true</dataType >
1100 <encoding >false</encoding >
1101 <assertions >true</assertions >
1102 <subresults >true</subresults >
1103 <responseData >false</responseData >
1104 <samplerData >false</samplerData >
1105 <xml>false</xml>
1106 <fieldNames >true</fieldNames >
1107 <responseHeaders >false</responseHeaders >
1108 <requestHeaders >false</requestHeaders >




1111 <assertionsResultsToSave >0</assertionsResultsToSave >
1112 <bytes>true</bytes>
1113 <sentBytes >true</sentBytes >
1114 <url>true</url>
1115 <threadCounts >true</threadCounts >
1116 <idleTime >true</idleTime >
1117 <connectTime >true</connectTime >
1118 </value>
1119 </objProp >






Listing D.4: An example Jmeter recoding script
D.5 Database Mapping Classes and View
1000 from flaskext.couchdb import Document, TextField, FloatField, DictField,
Mapping, ListField, IntegerField, BooleanField
1001 from couchdb.design import ViewDefinition
1002
1003 class WorkFlow(Document):
1004 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’workflowintermediate ’)
1005 workflow_id = ListField(DictField)
1006 workflow_name = TextField(default=’testName ’)
1007 user_email = TextField ()
1008
1009 class Module(Document):
1010 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’module ’)
1011 module_id = TextField ()
1012 storing_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1013 execution_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1014 retrieving_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1015 inputdataset = TextField ()
1016 outputdataset = TextField ()
1017 is_intermediate_states = FloatField(default=0.0)
1018 special_weight = TextField(default=’0’)
1019 number_of_time_called = TextField(default=’0’)
1020 result = TextField(default =’0’)
1021 caller_workflow = TextField ()
1022 parameters = ListField(DictField)
1023
1024 class Dataset(Document):
1025 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’dataset ’)
1026 dataset_id = TextField ()
1027 size = TextField(default=’00’)
1028 saving_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1029 loading_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
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1030 caller_module = TextField ()
1031
1032 class IntermediateDataset(Document):
1033 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’intermediatedataset ’)
1034 dataset_id = TextField ()
1035 size = TextField(default=’00’)
1036 module_id = TextField ()
1037 saving_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1038 loading_time = FloatField(default=0.0)
1039 generator_module = TextField ()
1040 from_dataset = TextField ()
1041
1042 class Cost(Document):
1043 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’cost’)
1044 cost_id = TextField ()
1045 storage_cost = FloatField(default=0.0)
1046 time_cost = FloatField(default=0.0)
1047
1048 class WorkFlowUser(Document):
1049 the_doc_type = TextField(default=’workflowuser ’)
1050 workflow_id = TextField ()
1051 user_name = TextField ()
1052 user_email = TextField ()
1053
1054
1055 views_by_caller_workflow_for_module = ViewDefinition(’
intermediate_workflow ’, ’module ’, ’’’
1056 function (doc) {
1057 if (doc.the_doc_type && doc.the_doc_type == ’module ’) {





1063 views_by_workflowintermediate = ViewDefinition(’intermediate_workflow ’, ’
workflowintermediate ’, ’’’
1064 function (doc) {
1065 if (doc.the_doc_type && doc.the_doc_type == ’workflowintermediate
’) {





1071 views_by_module = ViewDefinition(’intermediate_workflow ’, ’module ’, ’’’
1072 function (doc) {
1073 if (doc.the_doc_type && doc.the_doc_type == ’module ’) {





1079 views_by_module_for_outputdataset = ViewDefinition(’intermediate_workflow ’
, ’module ’, ’’’
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1080 function (doc) {
1081 if (doc.the_doc_type && doc.the_doc_type == ’module ’) {





1087 views_by_dataset_caller_module = ViewDefinition(’intermediate_workflow ’, ’
dataset ’, ’’’
1088 function (doc) {
1089 if (doc.the_doc_type && doc.the_doc_type == ’dataset ’) {




Listing D.5: Example codes for metadata
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Appendix E
User Study: User Manual
E.1 Evaluation of RISP
RISP (Recommending Intermediate States from Pipelines) can execute pipelines with previously processed
data for reducing computational time of some modules in a SWfMS. This document will guide you through
the evaluation of the usability of the technique in our SWfMS. We highly appreciate your participation.
E.2 RISP in SWfMS
In this study, you need to execute only seven workflows. You do not need to provide any feedback or answer
any questions for building the workflows. All of your activities will be logged and timestamped for further
analysis while assembling and executing workflows. At the end of each section (there are only two sections),
you need to provide only workload responses in the NASA-TLX app on an iPad. Below is the link of the
website to compose and execute the seven workflows. Workflows of this study are presented graphically in
the next two sections by their types.
L - Left side toolbox panel R - Right side dataset panel MCW - Main container of workflows MPW
- Module pop up window R - RISP recommendation AR - Adaptive RISP recommendation RISP - The
recommendation technique A-RISP - Adaptive version of the technique
Figure E.1: User interface for building workflows.
E.3 Evaluation of the technique (Study 1)
Image Processing Workflow Composition: There are total five workflows in this study. Try to execute only
two of them (same or different workflows with and without the RISP), i.e., first, you have to build a workflow
without intermediate states and then you will have the choice to build another workflow with intermediate
states.
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Figure E.2: Image Processing Workflow 1.
Figure E.3: Image Processing Workflow 2.
Figure E.4: Image Processing Workflow 3.
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Figure E.5: Image Processing Workflow 4.
Figure E.6: Image Processing Workflow 5.
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E.4 Evaluation of the technique (Study 2)
Bioinformatics Workflow Composition:
In the bioinformatics workflow composition, you have to complete all of the four workflows presented
below. In this study, you have the freedom to chose intermediate states by their availability. The complexity
of the workflows increases gradually.
Figure E.7: Bioinformatics Workflow 1.
Figure E.8: Bioinformatics Workflow 2.
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Figure E.9: Bioinformatics Workflow 3.
Figure E.10: Bioinformatics Workflow 4.
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